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Comrades,

In welcoming you to this important session of our 
Congress, 1 would like to indicate in brief the pro

blems that are facing us On the one hand, we are 
faced with a monstrous and inhuman offensive against 
the standard of living of the working-class.- From the 

Imperialist Railway bosses to the Nationalist Textile 

owners there is only one cry—reduce the working
class wage to the lowest standard possible. And then 

there is that big and specious Word ‘^ rationalisation ’’ 
which simply means unemployment for thousands^and 
intensification of work for those on the job. 
Rationalisation means only the most brutal exploitation 
of the physical powers of the fnaiaq^ worker 
who is to compel^; with woikers of otfier countries 
working on machin^ the like~of whichor not even 

seen i^lndia/7 Atftntinued^offensive on the starvation 

wages, unemploym?^- of thousands and thousands of 

workers thrown the street like_ so much waste- 
material, and the j^ysical exploitation o£the employed 
worker^s to an unheard-of degree-this is what Capitalism 

and Imperialism ha^e to offer.



This situation imposes heavy tasks upon the Trade 

Unions The Tr^de Unions have so far failed in their role 
as the organs of the class struggle of the Indian working

class The masses have fought desperately, despite police
terror, despite starvation. What was required was a 
national cffensive of the workers against the offensive 
of the capitalist-class a whole. The possibility of 
isolated strikes, local strikes, succeeding in their demands 
has already become very dis'ant. Capitalism in the 
death grip of its crisis would not come to terms on the 
basis of isolated strikes, however heroically they 
might be fought. In short, the General Strike of ali 
industries has become the practical question of the day 

in the defence of the working-class interests

We failed to adapt ourselves'to the new situation 
and to tackle as a question of practice, the nation

wide organization of the General Strikes as the one 

weapon cf effective ’action against the capitalist offen
sive. And in doing 
failed to play the 
class-stuggle

so our Trade Union Congress 
role of the national organ of

At one time it 

extreme wing of the Trade Union Movement- 
Communists. Comrades were .ilso suspicious about 
bona-fide of the Communists regarding unity in the

\ /as thought very difficult to satisfy
the 
the 
the
Trade Union Movement. But all these fears have

proved groundless, and from my personal experience- 

1 can easily say without fear of exaggeration, that it 
has been a pleasure for me to work with the ‘‘Reds” 

in whom 1 have found some of the most persistent



defenders of unity and the day-to-day interest of the 

working class.

different with the gentlemen on the right— 
I of the National Federation

But if we couM heal up the breach between the, 

two radical sections in the working-class so easily, 

matters are 
the leaders 
Unions.

of T rade

nation-widetime when nothing but a 
the working class can save the situation,

At a 
offensive of 
at a time when united centralised leadership of the 
Trade Union Movement can beat off the offensive of 
the capitalist vultures, the leaders of the N.F-T.U. 
continue to divide the ranks of the workers, in spite 
of our repeated offers for a united working-class 
movement. What do these people fear from us ? We 

are prepared to meet them in every way if they agree 
to two conditions; (1) Acceptance of class-strugle; 
(2) Internal Trade Uuiop derrocracy. But it is just 
these two conditions that they seem to fear. Class- 
stuggle implies direct action—and the fear of direct 

action in the minds of these leaders surpasses even 
the orthodox Bramins’ fear of the untouchable. 
Internal Trade Union democracy means the active 

participaiion of the rank & filers in the Trade 
Union activity—a thing which they dread most. Is it 
possible to bridge this gulf and persuade these leaders 
to join hands wth us ? In my opinion, if we pursue to 
stake everylhingOn the consent of these leaders to an 

agreed formula for unity, we will never achieve our 

end, In my •Opinion, the time is aleady come to 

appeal to the rank and file workers of the N.F.T.U.
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for bringing pressure on their leaders to bring about 

unity on the above-nrentioned basis.

In appealing for this unity, I cannot but denounce 
the reactionary role which they are playing on the Rail
ways The Railway Board has announced a nev5r 
programme of mass-retrenchment- What was the 
reply of the Railway Federation to this fresh attack ?> 
The Federation devoted all its time to a discussion 

regarding the method of effecting the retrenchment menace. 
Thus thousands of workers are once more being betrayed 

to satisfy the profiteering appetite of the Railway 
Board. This ought to make us furiously think whether 
by appealing to such leaders only we have discharged 

our responsibility towards the working-class of India.
Our Congress also must shed off its old skin 

and start on a new path. Since its inception, the 
Trade Union Congress has simply been a deliberative 
body practically making no efforts to co-ordinate the 
woiking-class struggle in India.

The Trade Union Congress mast transform itself 

into a genuinely national organ of the class-struggle of 
the Indian workers, in live contact with the daytoday 
problems of the workers, cojardinating. and centralising 

their struggle, introducing unity of action in the ranks 
of the workers. It must stand before the workers as 

the personification of their class-ijit^rests and class 
solidari^. The most important steps towards this, end 
will be an all-India and provincial Secretariat which 

will maintain itself in live- contact with the workers 

of different industries, will take initiative, in organizing 

the unorganized workers, in leading the str ike-struggle



etc. Another important step towards transforming the 
Trade Union Cong4^ss into a live organization for the 
workers will be to elect delegates to the Trade Union 

Congress -Executive and T.U.C. Session in mass 
meetings the worker-members of the affiliated unions. 
Such a procedure will democratise the T.U.C. and 
go a long way in infusing the workers with a correct 

approach towards the T U.C. as their class-organisation.

♦

FHE NATIONAL STRUGGLE AND

THE TRADE UNION MOVEMENT.
4
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The organisation of the working-class for 
defence of its economic interest does not finish 
tasks as revolutionary trade unions As Lenin 
pointed out: Revolutionary trade unions are cradles of 
Socialism, and the first steps towards the liberation of 
the workin^g^jm^ses of India from bond of capitalism 
is the itationaL_independeace of our country. Our 
specific tasks • concerning the national struggle raises 
many problems: 1) the role of the workijjg-class in the 
national- struggle ; 2) our relations with various 
parties and organizations striving for national libera
tion- History has imposed a special task on the 

working-class of this country in its fight for national 
struggle against Ihiperialism Only the working-class, 

fighting under thil'banner of the revolutionary Marxism, 

will be able to j^ve the most determined lead to the 
masses of India the struggle against Imperialism. 
The organizer at^ leader of the national revolution, 

not simply the joint participant, that is the role of the 

working-class in the Independence struggle This

♦
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leadership of the working class is a specific type of 
alliance between the working-class and other anti- 
imperialist forces—an alliance under which the non- 
working-class elements accept the guidance of the 
working-class because in the latter they perceive the 
most courageous and determined defenders <fi their 
economic and political interests. This specific type of 
alliance will take time to evolve itself: it will depend 
on how rapidly the working-class will be able to> 
inspire the other sections with confidence itself as the 
embodiment or revolutionary theory and action in this 

struggle against Imperialism. This new type of 
alliance, therefore, will evolve only in the course of 
the ordinary united-front action of the working-class, 

under which the other anti-imperialist sections look 
upon the working-class only as a comrade in the 
struggle and not yet as their leader. Our task as 
revolutionary trade unions is to prepare the founda
tions for this leadership of the working-class by united- 
front action with the other anti-imperialist forces and 
political organizations in India.

}
The immeSiate problem before ns is then how 

best to forge a powerful uuiteS-front against Imperialism. 
This can only be done by co-operation with other 

organizations—especially mass-organizations- Politically, 
the biggest mass organization in the country is the 

Indian National Congress. The Indian National Congress 

to-day counts among its members hundreds of anti

imperialist elements. Besides, it wields a powerful 
influence over hundreds of others. Under present 

circumstances when there is no other political mass



organization, our efforts at rapidly building up a powerful 
anti-imperialist front will succeed only in so far as we 

are able to establish a firm united front with the 
Indian National Congress. And therefore, while 

not relaxing our independent efforts to approach the 
vast sections which remain outside the Indian National 
Congress, we must bend our efforts to see that this 
powerful mass organisation—its mass-strength and 
political prestige—become for us a huge lever for the 

irresistible united-front of anti-imperialist elements.

However, the unique position of the I.N.C. as 
the premier political organisation of the country, sur

passing by far any other organization, requires a 
totally distinct form for our united front with that 
body. Considering what a powerfut lever the 1 N.C. 

can be in forging the all powerful front, considering 
the national prestige it has acquired as an organisation, 
it is easy to see that our task of building up an all- 
powerful front will not be effectively carried out unless 
we are considered by the 

integral part of the I N.C- 
frame-work of united front 
zations 
remain 

narrow 
hand.
We have to'f^alntain our class-identity and class out
look without ^hich we will not be able to fulfil our 

role as the l^er-of the struggle and secondly we have 

to become an)iihtegral part of the I.N.C- machine. This 

two-fold task can- only achieved by the method of

I

people at large as an 

machine. The ordinary 
where two distinct organi- 
coramon platform and yetagree to come on a

more ,>»or less strangers to each other, is too 
anS restricted a frame-work for the task in 
We 6Sve thus a two-fold task to perform.
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collective affiliation, i.e., by affiliating our traSe unions 

or class organisations to the l.N.C. The method of 

collective affiliation will lessen the danger of losing our 

class-identity and merging ourselves ideologically with 

other sections. For under this method we go to the 

l.N.C. as representatives of the class-organizations of 

the workers, conscious of our special role and tasks. 

It will enable us to maintain a disciplined class-outlook 

and class solidarity and at the same time on account of 

our being an integral part of the l.N.C-, will remove 

eveiy barrier of strangers in the minds of other sections. 

Finally, it will enable us to shape the policy of the 

I N C,, to influence it from time to time without fear 

of losing our indentity. The danger 'of losing our 

identity, however, does not completely -vanish- But it 

is lessened to the narrowest possible extent- On the 

other hand if we were to advise the workers to join 

the I-N-C. individually, this will lead to nothing but 

disaster- Our experience in the past is sufficiently 

rich with this disaster- It will lead to a complete 

identification of the working-class with the other ele

ments, i.e. to a lack of concious outlook and class-policy 

It will defeat our whole purpose, because without such 

classoutlook, not only will we not able to fulfil our foie 

in the national struggle, but instead of rescuing the 

other elements from the hands of reaction, we ourselves 

will be bound hand and foot to it. Comrades, the 

urgent need for this anti-imperialist front is dictated 

by the existing political situation. Imperialism is 

ruling this country with ruthless terror. Hundreds of 

political prisoners, brave fighters for national liberty 

are languishing in imperialist jails. The whole of



Bengal is one wild camp for curbing ibe revolutionary 

zeal of the people. Several militant trade union 
leaders from Bombay and other parts lie interned in 
various places- Mass-struggles, of the workers and 
peasants are invariably broken by the Imperialist batons 
and lathi charges. Black Acts, like the Criminal 
Law Amendment Act continue to strengthen the 
hands of an all-powerful bureaucracy, which is every 
day being pampered by fresh privileges and offerings 
from the Indian Revenue- .The voice of the democratic 
press is completely muzzled- The workers’ press is 
practically non-existant. Freedom of speech, press, 
and organisation is smashed to the winds. Militant 

organizations, militant trade-unions—all are crushed 
under the high heel of bureaucratic repression- A 
number of affiliated unions in Bombay and Calcutta 
were declared illegal because they did not satisfy the 

delicate and refined tastes of the Imperialists. And 
on the top of this we have the spectacle of the posi
tive side of repression—the appointment of special 
Labour Officers to deal with working-class struggles.

z

In the midst of this situation created by un- 
parallaled repression, the spectre of the New Slave 
Constitution is ,, rearing its ugly head. The New 
Constitution is most ably conceived in the spirit of the 
founder of 
A forgery 
founder of 
place in 

descendants, who today operate 

machine, have developed forgery

I

i
ill •' *

fitish Empire io India—Robert Clive. 
I small document—that was how the 
British Empire secured for himself a

History. His 

the Imperialist 

into a gigantic
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diplomatic art. From top to bottom the Constitution 
is nothing but the most dangerous device of fmperi- 
alism to attack the integrity of the Indian Nation. 
While seemingly widening the electorate, it
divides the electorate into the most reactionary 
communal camps, thereby seeking to paralyse
united action. While making a show of enfranchising
workers, it openly takes the most effective
steps against any genuine representation of the work

ing class. While seeking to transfer power to the 

Provincial legislatures, it concentrates ail power in 
the hands of the Governors The so called Provincial 

autonomy is nothing but the freest possible autonomy 
for bureaucratic repression. At the same time the New 
Slave Consitulion is not meaningless, so far as Im
perialism is concerned. In creating the puppet legisla

tures on an extended franchise, Imperialism seeks to 
create a sort of buffer state between the popular
forces and the bureaucratic masters at the head of the 

state-machine. By enabling reactionary groups and 

parties to secure representation on the basis of com
munal electorate, Imperialism seeks to carry on its 
dirty work of attacking the Indian struggle through 
legislatures and thus seeks to blunt the attack of the 
democratic forces against the bureaucracy-

f
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As working-class organizations, therefore, as 
organizations pledged to fight for Indian Independence, 
we cannnot but look upon with grave concern the 
recent resolution of the Lucknow Congress on this 

issue. The National Congress decided to postpone 

this issue and thereby it left the door open for an



fight is for a new type of state—a state which 

embody the democracy of the oppressed millions, 

fight for the new state is the essence of revolution, 

a revolutionary movement inarches forward only 

of

In my

no bureaucracy standing 

militia, elected 

of the state

acceptance of the Constituton. If the reactionary 

leadership today succeeds in pinning the National 

Congress to an acceptance of the Constitution, it will 

be the most serious political disaster for the country 

at large. Under these circumstances, the responsibility 
of the T.U.C, becomes al! the more serious. The 

T.u.c. if it has to fulfil its role as a national organ 

of class-struggle, must give an unhesitating lead to all 

other sections on this question of supreme importance - 

Our 

will 

The 

and

in so far as it is able to centralise the energies 

the masses on the fight for the new state, 

opinion, the situation in India to-day demands that 

we come forward with a concrete formula of the new 

state, especially* before the wOrking-cIass- I think the 

only formula that can be a concrete one to-day is that 

of a democratic state, based on the armed nation— 

no standing army, no police, 

over the people; but a people’s i 

officials, judges, etc.,—this is the type 

that will correctly summarise in the eyes of the 

working-class the democracy that they want, the de 

mocracy that we require- Our efforts at mobilising 

the workers for an anti-constitution fight will succeed 

only to the extent that we are able Io popularise 
slogan of the |*emocralic state and prepare them 

fight for it- v
||

Comrades, the economic degradation of

(

I

the

to
1

the

1 1
1
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masses, the pauperisation tf the peasantry an<3 the- 

working-class, the growing unemployment among the 
educated lower middle class—all these are adding ever 

fresh material to the powder magazine of the Indian 
Revolution.

Yet the struggle against Imperialism continues 

It has failed to strike a new path up 

masses
What 

of the 
of the

1

i

contenting^ ourselves with 
We must now make up 
reformist past, these last 

, this fear of prolitarian 
understood that all talk 

participating In the national 
the ' national struggle” is pure-

were it was.
till now. The political backwardness of the 
still ties them to reactionary leadership, 
has created this political backwardness 
working class ? It is the failure on the part
trade unions to understand the specific methods ot the 
political education of the working-ctass, the specific 

method of the working-class action, the specific method 
of the political protest of the working class—the mighty 

weapon of POLITICAL PROTEST STRIKES. 
We shut our eyes to it, i 
tirades against Imperialism, 
our minds to repudiate this 
traces of reformist ideaology, 
action. Let it be clearly 
about the working-class “ 
struggle ”, leading 
moonshine unless we as trade unions take upon ourselyes 
the task of organizing the political protests of the 

working class on a notional and local scale. Every 

measure of repression, every act of bureaucratic high
handedness must be not only brought home Io the 
workers by means of meetings, etc., but the working- 

c ass must be taught to register their protest in action. 
Every political protest strike, however small, will



draw the backward workers in the 

steel the revolutionary consciousness of 
a class fighting for political liberation 

step towards laying the foundations in 
leadership of the struggle. Political
of the workers on a large scale will be the strongest 
radicalising element for the 

sections./

political arena, 

the workers as 

and will be a 
the proletarian 

protest strikes

other anti-imperialist

I cannot but turn to the 
is full of danger Im- 
war on a world scale.

which

Comrades, before 1 close, 
international situation 

perialism is preparing a huge 
All the energies of Imperialist statesmen are bent 
towards this one end. Independent Abyssinia has 
already fallen a victim to the rapacity and greed of 
Imperialist Italy- The European powers are only 

waiting for a small signal to send hundreds to suffer 
the agonies of poison gas and dum-dum bullets—these 
proud inventions of Imperialist science. The unqueu- 
chlng rapacity of the Japanese Imperialism is mowing 
down hundreds of Chinese for the sacred cause of 
the Japanese profiteers, Emboldened by its position, 

this same rapacious power is casting its greedy eyes 
on the U.S.S R.—the first Socialist State of the 
world, the hope and inspiration of the oppressed 
millions.

This lmp9&list War is no longer a distant 
possibility. T® fight against Imperialist War is an 

Integral part <»our fight for Indian Independence; 
for the essence® the new war is once more the con
quest of colonie|,' To defeat the efforts of the war

mongers, to prepare the working-class for effective

1
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action against the developing war-danger, to set up 
active anti-war committees in live contact with the 

workers, to explain ‘to the workers that the Imperialist 

war is war for colonial slavery, a war for the pre

servation of the capitalist society—these constitute our 
important tasks in connection with the anti-war agita
tion. The coming war will be a first-rate crisis of 
the Imperialist social system

h

The T.U.C., therefore, must take effective steps 
to draw in the peasant organizations in the work of 
anti-war agitation and through them attack the very 
base of Imperialist war-mongers in India.

1

Comrades, the tasks before us are stupendous. 
As defenders of the day-to-day interests of the working 
class, let us close our ranks, let us strain every nerve 

to develop an all-powerful national offensive against 

the incessant wage-reductions and mass retrenchments, 
despite the unity-breakers who divide our ranks to 
satisfy the interests of the bosses. As revolutionary 
trade unions, let us make a beginning towards dis

charging our political responsibility by educating the 
working-class politically, by bringing into action on 
political issues; by forging a powerful united front 
with the other anti-imperialist forces inside and outside 

the l.N C. and thus take a most decisive step forward 

towards the cherished 
the process let us lay 
class leadership which 

of the millions of our

goal of Independeance, and in 
the foundation of the working 

alone will concretise the dreams 

countrymen.
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Comrade?,

When I rise to address you to-day from this august 

platform 1 cannot forget the fact that this place does not 

belong to me. The rightful occupant of this place is lying 

in a jail in Calcutta serving his term of one year’s rigorous 

imprisonment. The sweet will of the benign government 

which is ruling over us has deprived us of the services, councel 

and assistance of our president Com. Ruikar. With his vast 

experience of the political movements in the country, with his 

intimate knowledge of the problems, facing the working-class, 

with his keen insight into the workings of the mass mind. 

Com. Ruikar was best fitted to guide the deliberations of this 

Congress which is meeting at a very critical time in the 

history of the Indian trade union movement.

i
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Cora. Ruikar is not the only person whom we miss 

to-day in this vast gathering. We miss here to-day the 

familiar face of Com. R. S. Nimbkar who was to have wel

comed us today as the chairman of the reception committee. 

This beloved leader of the Bombay Textile workers is serving 
his term of imprtfement in a far off corner of the Madras 

Presidency. 1 h® personal knowledge of the great interest 

that he was takiigin this session. It was his ardent desire 
to make it a me^Brable session. I am sure that though pre
vented from beinWphiysically present here all his thoughts 

today will be about us and the work that we shall be doing here.

'll

\tS



over the best means of warding off these attacks. Direct 

action-and direct action alone can save the railway workers 

from this inpending calamity. Immediate steps must therefore 

be taken tor preparing and organising the railway workers for 

direct oction by meetings and conferences and by setting up 
local, provincial and central committees of action. This 

Congress will have to pay particular attention to this problem 

and devise of proper ways of action in cooperation with if 

poesible the All India Railwaymen's Federation.

World economic 

throwing off the 

these years. The 

had brought into 

age of declining 

wrought by the 

hindrance to them

Driven to the last ditch by the 

crisis the capitalists all over the world are 

democratic mask v/hich they had worn all 

democratic forms of government which they 

existence for fooling the masses are in this 

capitalism aud especially after the havock 

world economic crisis are proving a great 

in their attempts to wring the last drop of blood from the 

starving masses of their respective countries. The democratic 

forms are therefore being replaced by autocratic authori arian 

forms of government. Democratic rights, personal liberties and 

representative goverments are being pushed off the world 

stage and the ideal of a country ruled by an all powerful 

dictator with a select band of advisers and the large mass 

people blindly obeying the commandments of the 

dictator is being glorified as the best form of state and the 

ideal condition of human society Capitalism is coming out 

in its naked form as an organisation of human soceity based 

on the ruthless exploitation of the toiling millions in the inte

rests of a small minority and on the brutal suppression of 

all groups and classes which stand in the way of its profit. 

Fascism has been enthroned in a number of European countries. 

And even m seemingly democratic countries like England 

America and France fascist tendencies are growing to an
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alarming extent and the governments are more and more resorting 

to fascist measures for the suppression of the rising discontent 

and revolt of the working masses.In fascist countries no body’s life 

or liberty is safe. Working class organisations are destroyed- 

No independent political activity or even thought is tolerated. 

Everything and‘ everybody' is subjected to the dictates of a 

supreme leader, dictated in his turn by his real masters, the 

great fin'anclars—and industrialists of the country. Fascism 

started with alluring promises of economic recovery, of better 

living conditions for workers, peasants-and the middle classes 

of suppression of the tyranny of high finance, of return of good 

old days of progress and prosperity. The history of Italy during 

the last 15 years and of Germany since the enthronement of 

Hitler have conclusively proved the lying and demagogic nature 

of those promises. In Italy and Germany wages have been 

reduced by more than 50 pauperisation of the peasantry and 

the middle classes has progressed, unemployment has grown, 

living conditions of the masses have deteriorated and the 

stranglehold of high finance has tightened. Leaving aside for a 

moment these economic considerations which to our highsouled 

middle class intellectual may appear as secondary considerations 

of bread and butter if we cast*a’*glance at the achievements of 
fascism in the moral and cultural'^Id we find that its record is 

no better. Far from assisting the moral and cultural development 

of the people Fascism puts a ban on all independant moral and 

and cultural activities, places a premium on the worst passions 

of the human mind^and bars all moral and cultural progress. 
It is taking theSvorld back to the dark middle ages. 

It is destroying thefiivilization built up by the labours and sacri

fices of countle«s jihuman beings. The spread of Fascism is 
therefore a dangeAot merely to the workers or the yeasan's 

but to all those vtfffi stand for freedom, progress and prosperity. 

It is only by thfflmnited efforts of all these elements in the 

society, by the stf^gth of the peoples' anti-fascist united front
’a



that the- plague of fascism can be exterminated from the face 

of the world.

> 
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effort pushed back the black tide ®f the 

France. We find more magnifcrenl effects 

in the results of the last French elections, 

the left forces and in the possible form-

u

i

Dissentioni in the working class movements have in 

every country facilitated the growth of fascism. In Germany 
It was the treachery of the Social Democratic Party and the 

ultra-left sectarian line of the Communist Party that contri

buted to the victory of Hitler. It is pleasant to know that 

the lessons of the German disaster have not been lost on 

the world working class movement. There is a greater 

disposition amongst the Social Democrats to- work, hand in 

hand with the Communists. And the Communists have since 

July 1934 and especially after the 7th world Congress held in 

Moscow last August have entirely changed their line, have 

rectified their ultra-left errors and have reverted to for-some- 

lime-abandoned Leninist tactic of united front. The practical 

application of this line was seen in France in February 1935 

when all the anti-fascist elements combined together and 

with a supreme 

Fascist forces in 

of the same line 

in the victory of

ation of .1 left-wing people’s united anti-fascist government. 

We have good news also from Spain. The united forces of 

the socialists, communists, anarchists, syndicalists and the 

radicals in Spain have defeated the parties of the Right and 

have instituted a left-radical government under Signor Azana. 

They have won back the gains of the 1931 revolution. 

And the workers and peasants of spain are not going to 

rest content with that alone. They are going ahead. They 

are taking possession of lands and factories. The prospect 

IS opened before us of seeing the present unstable conditions 

in Spain develop into a victorious October revolution of the 

Workers and peasants of Spain. The future is not therefore
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as dark as it seemed to some a year before. The onward 

march of fascism has been definitely checked. The united 

anti-fascist front is growing in strength in a number of count

ries. The internal contradictions within fascist states are 

growing rapidly and are preparing the conditions for their 

eventual collapse. These factors increase the responsibility 

on the shoulders of the working class movement in every 

country of building up by the adoption of proper tactics and 

slogans the widest possible united 

fascism and for the defence of 

gains
I ..

front for the defeat of 

democratic rights and the

of human civilisation.

It may be objected by some 

is irrelevant. True, there is

Equally true that the Fascists in India will not have

that talk about Fascism in 

no Fascist movement in

indeed if one fails to notice the 

that are manifesting themselves in 

There is ample potential material 

the Working class movement does not

India 

India, 

an easy way to victory as their compeers in Italy and Germany. 

But one must be blind 

various fascist tendencies 

the national movement, 

for fascism in India. If

by the adoption of proper tactics and strategy win over these 

elements to its side. Hitlers and Mussolinis will not be 

wanting in India to utilise them as connon 

vested interests in the country, 

the fact that the 

fascist ill outlook 

therefore for the 

for in India than

that Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru the president of the Indian 

National Congress has ta^n the initiative in the formation of 
a broad based Civil liberties Union. 1 am sore this 

Congress will offer him ^1 co-operation and support in that 

task.

One cannot 

imperialist Govt, is getting 

and methods, A united 

defence of civil liberties is 

in any other country.

fodder for the 

moreover forget 

more and more 

front movement 

not less called

1 am glad to note

1
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Fascism naturally leads to War. One fascist power
b
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has already grabbed Abysinnia in- defiance of world opinion, 

solemn-covenants and League sanctions and in spite of 

the brave resistence put up by the Abyssiiaian people. An-- 

other fascist power repudiated the solemn obligations of 

the Varsailles Treaty, Locarno Pact and various 

other diplomatic undertakings. With a cynic contempt 

for world public opinion it has. started- rearmament on an 

unprecedented scale. And war is not peculiar to fascism 

alone. It is the inseparable accident of capitalism. The 

profit motive which is at the root of the capitalist structure 

leads the capitalists to wars of aggression on weaker nations 

in their search for raw materials and markets for finished 

products and finally to a war amongst themselves for a 

repartition of their spoils. The capitalist nations of the 

World are today preparing as never before for a new giga

ntic war for the redivision of the world. It is a 

between- the satisfied and unsatisfied groups of big 

powers to be waged at the expense of the colonial 

of Asia, Africa and South America and the 

capitalist nations. In war they also'Tind a solution

many pressing problems which the wcrld economic crisis 

has created for them. Feverish preparations are therefore 

going OB in every capitalist country 

war which everybody 

They have no money 

other social services.

war preparedness for 

to defend or new lands to grab, fn this welter of capitalist 

nations arming themselves to the teeth and just waiting for 

an excuse and a favourable moment to begin the war, 

Soviet Union stands out as the only power which is and 

has been consistently striving for the maintenance of peace. 

She has no imperialist possessions to dJend. She has no 

imperialist amb'tions to indulge in. She does not stand in need

J

struggle 

capitalist 

countries 
weaker 

for the

for the new imperialist 

just beyond the corner, 

of unemployment or for 

is intent on increasing its 
has either its possessions

knows to be 

for the relief 

Every fitJtion 

every nation



economy on a socialist 

a new human civilization. But
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between rival imperialist

re-estabiishment of capi-

i

of a foreign war to divert the attention of the people 

from the growing distress at home. She has set her eyes on 

the reconstruction of her 

besis on the building up of 

she is not allowed to go on with her nation building activi
ties in peace. The capitalist nations of the world are 

threatening her very existence. Hitler Germany is casting 

her longing glance at LJkrain and other Western parts of 

Russia. Japan is threatening her from the East, Poland has 

let eyes on Georgia. Other capitalist nations will be extre

mely pleased if they can win back the vast territories and 

material resources of Russia for capitalist exploitation and 

would be only too glad to help Germany and Japan in 

dismembering Soviet Russia. !t is not unlikely that a solu

tion of the internal contradictions 

powers may be found in a united endeavour for the destru

ction of the Soviet Union and the 

talism in those vast domains. The task before the world 

working class movement is therefore clear. It must rally 

for the defence of the Soviet Union, the father land of the 

Workers of the world. I am sure we, the toiling millions 

of India will not fail to shoulder our proper responsibility 

in the glorious and important task of defending the Soviet 

Union against all Aggression.

The war danger is not merely an academic issue. 
It is a live issue a^d a vital question for the millions 
of workers and pealjnts of India who may at any 
moment be called uSn by British imperialism to lay 

down their lives ini&ousands for the defence of the 
ill - gotten gains of Ae ' British imperialists. We are 

not against war in ffinciple. We would support and 

actively participate a ’just war for the defence of 

national independence, in a war such as the Abyssinians
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waged against the black hoards of Fascist Italy- But 
we are not prepared to lay down our lives lo fight 
England’s battles against Germany or to hold down 
the China or the African peoples in bondage for the 
sake of English capitalists. ‘ Not a man not a farthing 
for the next imperialist war, must be oui slogan and 
our determination. And we must start right now our 
propaganda and agitation to prevent the exploitation 

of Indian men, money and resources for the impending 
imperialist war 1 am glad to find that under Pandit 
Jawaharlal’s leadership the Indian National Congress has 
taken up this question sincerely and that it proposes 

to ofganre a countrywide antiwar movement. 
Congress will gladly cooperate with the National 
giess in developing such a movement.

t

This 
Con-

face

It at all the reactioneiy chara- 
the New Reforms has become mote manifest 
nothing to add to what my illustrious prede- 

with regard to

One of the most Important questions that 

the Indian working class lo day is the new constitu
tion which is being foisted on India by British impe
rialism. This Congress has at its previous sessions 
declared its attitute towards it. Nothing hes happend 
during the last year which would lead the congress to 
modify that attitude, 
clcr of 
I ha\e 
cessors have spoken from this chair 

the reactionary, undemocratic and oppressive charater 
of the New scheme of Reforms or to what this con- 
giess has declared by its resolutions in that behalf. 
1 desire to invite your attention to the paramount task 

of discussing proper measure for the effective rejection 

of the New Reforms, this New Charier of Slavery and



to urge upon you the immediate necessity of accompil- 

shiug that task.

The Constitution can be rejecteS only by mass action, 

it cannot be rejected by creating constitutional dead

locks and much less by accepting ministerial offices as 

' advocated by persons like Mr. Satyamurti. We can 

reject it only by developing a most broadbased country 

wide mass movement against it- A united front of 

all elements in the country opposed to the New 

Constitution must be immediately built up- Such a 

united front can be built up only on the basis of the 

rejection of the New constitution and its replacement 

by a constitution prepared by the National Constituent 

Assembly of the Indian people. The demand for the 

convocation tf the Constituent Assembly will set the 

masses in motion. It will give a concrete shape to 

our denial of the right of the British Parliament to 

frame India’s constitution and to our assertion of the 

right of self determination. I am glad to find that 

the National Congress has taken up this demand. I 

am glad to find that communist leaders like Comrades 

Dutt and Biadley have after years of opposition now 

supported that demand. This action of Com. Dutt and 

Badley will, I trust; have its effect on the Policies 

of our communist fl^ends in India. I hope to be 

excused if at this S&e 1 take this opportunity of pay 

ing my tribute o®. respect and admiration to the 

political genius and^'clear foresight of the man who 
more than nine yea^‘ back diagnosed the Indian situ

ation correctly and®> advocated the adoption of the 

slogan of Constituent Assembly, 1 mean Com. M. N-

i



Roy. If ds suggested by him we had adopted it in 

1927 in opposition to the Simon Commission our 

movement would have by now reached a far higher 

stage. Things would have been radically different 

today even if in 1930-31 the challenge of the Round 

Table Conferences had been met with a demand for 

the convocation of a Constituent Assembly. He was 

then regarded as, an impracticable dreamer by a large 

majority of the people Today he stands vindicated 

for history has justified the line he was fighting for 

since 1925.

There is a good deal of misunderstanding about 

the slogan of Constituent Assembly. People like Mr. 

Satyamurthi propose to convcke it with the sanction of 

the British Government. There are others who regard it 

as impracticable dream. There are some who have accep

ted it in name and have ceased to bother about it as it 

is to be convoked after the victoiious capture of power. 

There are still others who regard it as a counter levo- 

lutionary slogan, as an advocacy of a bourgeois system 

of Government as an antithesis of Soviet power. It 

is not possible here to enter into a detailed discussion 

of all these misconceptions and to show how they flow 

either from a misunderstanding of the basic concept of 

the Constituent Assembly or from a mechanistic anti- 

dialectical approach to the whole situation. Constituent 

Assembly cannot meet with the sanction of British 

Imperialism as it comes into existence to give a concrete 

shape to the challenge of the right of British imperialism 

to rule over India. It rises as the organised power 

of the Indian people determined to be free, to be the
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masters in their own country. The demand for the 

convocation of Constituent Assembly gives a definite 

form and a concrete shape to the conscious and un

conscious desire of the masses to be free from bondage 

of colonial exploitation. It is only those people and 

classes which are opposed to the continuance of foreign 

domination that can participate in the agitation for a 

Constituent Assembly. The upper classes, the capitalists, 

the princes and the land-lords whose very existence 

depends on the continuance of foreign domination can 

hardly be expected to sympathise with the rise of a 

rival power refiresenting the over-whelming majority of 

the Indian people. The demand for a Constituent 

Assembly brings to the forefront the vital question of 

power. The fundamental question of Indian Politics 

today is the question of power—who is to possess and 

weild the state power in the country—a handful of 

foreigners supported by the native upper classes and 

the army, police and bureaucracy, or the teeming 

milions of the country thirsting for land, bread and 

freedom ? The teeming millions who have learnt by 

actual experience that even their most minimum demands 

cannot be satisfied within the frame work of British 

imperialism feel compelled to wage a determined struggle 

against it and to T 

founded upon the fi 

masses and pledgees 
mobilised for actio^ 

Assembly. We kiw 
the Constituent j^sembly will consist only of the 

representatives of ofj'pressed masses. The other classes 

the top layers of the Indian society are opposed to
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fing into existence a new state 

e and universal consent of the 

their well being They can be 

only with the slogan of Constituent 

that under Indian conditions



national freedom and can therefore have no voice in 

the Constituent Assembly which will meet as the ex

pression of that freedom. We also know that in order 

to withstand the might of British imperialism the Con

stituent Assembly must have the living and the direct 

support of the masses which can be secured to it 

only if it is based on the local organs of struggle created 

by the oppressed masses. Without in any way losing 

sight of this perspective of the Indian situation to-day 

it is necessary for us to advocate a Constituent Assembly 

elected by universal franchise in order to draw in the 

largest possible masses in an immediate struggle against 

the new constitution. The slogan of Constituent 

Assembly is not a thing to be just put on the shelf 

and to be reverentially repeated half a dozen times ia 

a year- It is a lever to be used for the immediate 

development of a mass movement, for the mobilisstioa 

of the vast masses of the country for the building up 

of a broad people’s united front against British 

Imperialism.

Everybody including the moderates are agreed 

about the reactionary character of the New Reforms. 

The Indian National Congress has gone a step further 

and decided to reject them. It passes my understand

ing therefore how any Congressman can advocate the 

acceptance of offices- But it has been done and not 

by one or two irresponsible Congressmen but by a 

group of influential and high placed Congress leaders. 

Fortunately they have not so far succeeded in imposing 

their policy upon the Indian National Congress. This 

Congress has already decided against acceptance of

(



offices and it Is not necessary to argue here the case 

against office acceptance. What I desire to point out 

is only this that we must not rest content with that, 

but must organise a movement against acceptance of 

offices and must foil the attempts of the reactionary 

elements within the Congress to get it committed to 

a policy which runs counter to its professed goal and 

cherished ideals

Rejection of reforms does not mean boycott of 

legislatures. Boycott of councils and elections was a 

futile Gandhian tactic which has been now rejected by 

the Indian National Congress. Parliamentary and 

electoral activities are helpful when coupled with extra 

parliamentary activities for broad-casting the national as

pirations, for exposing the reactionary character of the 

state and the other parties in the country and for agi

tation. propaganda and organisation Under the New 

Reforms some provisions are made for the election of 

labour representatives to the various legislative bodies 

Apart from the fact that the representation granted is 

extremely meagre, even the few seats that are granted 

can hardly be captured by the genuine and militant 

representatives of the working class

The conditions tH^t are imposed about the keeping 
of registers, preparati<^ of rolls etc , are such as can 

be hardly complied t^h except by Company unions. 

Moreover the arbitraS: power given to the Governor 

in his descretion of granting or withholding certift" 
cates make it very dc^btful if the fighting unions of 

the workers will at all be recognised by the Govern, 

ment. 1 must at this stage here raise our strong voice
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of protest against the action of the Government in 

conferring the right of electing one workers’ represent

ative to the Federal Assembly on the National Trades 

Union Federation. This is a deliberate passing over 

of the Trade Union Congress the most representative 

organisation of the Indian working class. 1 can under

stand the government’s motive in thus deliberately 

ignoring the Trade Union Congress- But I must say 

with all the emphasis at my command that this is 

neither the correct nor the democratic way of granting 

representation to workers Inspite of all these handicaps 

we shall contest as many seats as possible and capture 

them for raising the voice of labour inside the legisla

tures.

*
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Regarding the elections in the general constituen

cies 1 would recommend the formation of a National 

Demociatic Block consisting of all the elements in the 

country that are opposed to the New Reforms If 

such a block is formed the working class will have no 

hesitation in joining it. The electoral platform of this 

National Democratic Block should incorporate the imme

diate and vital economic and political demands of the 

masses and the parli imentary activities should be confined 

to endeavours (or the enforcement of that programme 

through the legislatures. If no such block is formed 

the working class will support the Congress candidates 

provided they accept a programme embodying the 

minimum demands of the workers. Here 1 would 

like to make a suggestion to the Indian National Con

gress and to the Parliamentary committee appointed 

by it. In the interests of the united struggle tor

4



freedom and with the object of cementing the united 

anti-imperialist front it will be eminently desirable if 

in predominently working class areas the Congress 

allows the working class to set up its own candidates 

to render them alb the support of the JCongress. The 

setting up of an independant working class candidate 

will tremendously advance the political education of 

the workers. Precautions will certainly have to be 

taken for keeping the united front Intact and against 

the splitting of votes and the return of a reactionary 

candidate.

These parliamentary activities howsoever import

ant will have any significance only if they are the 

reflection of a far more rigorous mass movement out

side. And the immediate task in India today is the 

building up of the most broad based militant mass 

action for the termination of foreign domination. The 

decisive struggle against imperialism can no Idnger be 

postponed to a later date. The stronghold of 

imperialism is sucking the last drops of the lifeblood 

of our country. If we desire to exist as a nation we 

must begin an immediate struggle against foreign do

mination which is hanging like a mill stone round our 

necks and drowning us in the unfathomable depths of 

poverty, starvation and ruin. The objective conditions 
in the country are so ripe§for a decisive struggle that 

if we begin the struggle with such electrifying slogans 
as land to the peasants, Bread to the workers and 

freedom to all the masses^ill flock to the struggle in 

their millions and lead it to victory.

When we decide to build up a broad people’s
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united front against imperialism and for independence 

and cast our look round the country in search of the 

best available organ of such a united front, it is the 

Indian National Congress which arrests our eyes. It is the 

only political organisation in the country which possesses 

an all India and a broad mass bassis- A large measure of 

a broad mobilisation of national forces has been already 

effected on that platform, no doubt in a most unsatis

factory manner, without a clear programme and under 

a reactionary leadership The Indian National Congress 

has been during the last 50 years and more especially 

since 1919 the organ of the Indian people in their 

struggles against British Imperialism. And the Congress 

is not a hide-bound inflexible organisation. During the 

last 50 years it has undergone a number of transfor

mations. From a small body of handful of rich lawyers, 

merchants and doctors agitating for a few crumbs off 

the table of British imperialism it has become a mighty 

organisation of the masses standing and fighting, though 

hesitatingly and half-heartedly, for national independence. 

Even today it is in a flux. A struggle is going on 

inside the Congress between two tendencies—one 

which desires to keep the Congress a harmless body 

under the effective domination of landlord and bourgeois 

elements, tied down to the reactionary cult of Khadi, 

Charka and non-voilence; and the other which wants 

the Congress to break from its old moorings and 

develop as a militant organisation of the masses intent 

on the attainment of national independence. It is too 

early to predict which tendency will win in the end. 

But our task is clear, which is to support the latter 

tendency and to rescue the Congress from the hands

J
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with the daily 

in the structure 

Congress through 

no illusions that 

shall get these things merely for the 

It will involve a bitter and streneous struggle

of the reactionary classes and to transform it into a 

real united platform of all the anti-imperialist elements 

in the country- Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru has given 

a bold lead at Lucknow and if all the radical forces 

in the country work together at this time with an 

agreed programme, Lucknow Congress can be made to 

mark the beginning of a new era in the history of the 

Congress. The All India Trade Union Congress the 

central organisation of the militant working class move

ment in the country, must establish relations of close 

cooperation with the National Congress. We shall 

evolve the best forms and methods of establishing 

those relations and call upon the National Congress to 

make appropriate changes in its programme and structure 

-in the programme with the object of linking up the 

national struggle for independence 

struggles of the oppressed masses and 

for allowing us to participate in the 

our class organisa’ions- Let us have 

we shall get these things 

asking.
against the leadership and the ideology which have 

dominated the Congress all these years. In this strug

gle we can certainly count upon the support and sym
pathy of the Congress &cialist Party and other radi

cal elements in the ®ongress and also upon the 

weighty - support of Pa®t Jawaharlal Nehru who is 

here today in our mid®to identify himself with us 

and our stiuggles. Ou^truggle for these alterations 

in the Congress progra^Stae and structure will succeed 

only if we create a movement from below by appro, 

priate work inside the lower congress organisatf ns
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through our affiliated unions and otherwise. I am glad 

to note that complete unanimity prevails in our ranks 
today over the question of these relations with the 
Indian National Congress. There was a time when 
there was bitter division in our ranks over this issue. 
Experience of the last six years has convinced our 

misguided friends of the harmful effects of the line they 
were persuing and of the necessity of working inside 
and with the Congress, a policy advocated by Com. 
Roy all these yeais. We have outlived those diffe

rences and today we stand united in our demad for 
a closer and organisational contact with the Indian 
National Congress and for the intensification o-f our 

work inside it.

There will be no dispute about the necessity of 
entering into a united front with all the anti-imperia' 
list elements in the country. But this enthusiasm for 
and the insistence upon the building of a united frout 
should net lead to the neglect of the far more important 
and decisive task of building up our own independent 
organisations. We shall be able to lend the united front 
weight and strength and shall be in a position to in
fluence it only if our dass organisations the trade 
unions and the political party are strong and functioning. 
The attempts of the Indian working class to form a 

party of its own have met with fierce resistence at the 
hands of the government. Com. M. N- Roy, the 

pioneer in this line was hunted from place to place 
and when he came back to his country was arrested 

and jailed. The Cawnpore Conspiracy Case, the 

Meerut Communist Conspiracy Case and the scores

is
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of such cases iu Punjab and other places were 

the attempts on the part of the government to nip in the 

bud the formation of an independent political party of 

the working class. Today in the city of Bombay 

three of our comrades are being prosecuted for being 

members of and for having assisted in the operations 

of an illegal organisation viz- the Communist Parly of 

India, which was declared illegal by the government 

in 1934. 1 have referred to these facts only with the

intension of drawing your pointed attention to the 

enormous difficulties standing in our way when we 

embark on the task of building up our own political 

party. But undeterred by these difficulties we must 

go ahead with our task cf building up a party of the 

working class, for then alone shall we be able to play 

our proper part in the general national struggle and 

develop it into a social struggle against all forms of 

bondage and exploitation

J
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We meet with equally great difficulties in our 

endeavours to build up mass trade unions. Trade 

unions are legal oiganisations under the law and the 

government have declared times without number that 

they are not opposed to trade union movement. But 

their actions belie their professions. In 1934 and 1935 

not less than a dozen ^de unions, some of them 

registered under the law, declared illegal by the

, goverpipent. The treatmO meted out to the trade 

union leadersj scores of whom are jailed, externed, 

interned of gagged is haray such as would help the 

trade union, movement, /^d to this the active interven

tion of the government in industrial disputes in the



name of law and order and the enactment of such laws 

as the Bombay Trade Disputes Conciliation Act and 

the appointment of Labour Officer which strike al the 

root of the trade union movement. The attitude of the 

employers is equally hostile. The employers are in 

the habit of pointing to us the great English, American 

or French trade unions and of advising us to adopt 

the sane, sober and responsible methods followed by 

the trade union leaders in those countries- But they 

conveniently forget the fact that the trade unions in 
those countries are recognised by the employers and 

enjoy a number of legal rights and economic advantages. 

In India you will hardly come across an employer who is 

prepared to recognise his workers’ union and to discuss 

with it the workers’ conditions of life and work We are 

not surprised at this attitude of the employers- Employers 

can hardly be expected to sympathise with trade unions 

which as organs of class struggle stand for the defence and 

the advancement of the workers’ interests- But let them 

not quote to us English, American or French examples. 

The conditions in India are most uncongenial for the 

growth of large mass trade unions. Large mass trade 

unions are to a large extent the by-product cf capi

talist prosperity. In the declining period of capitalism 

and in a colonial country like India capitalist pros

perity is a futile dream. Faced with a great crisis 

which makes it well-nigh impossible to extort any 

concessions from the capitalists, faced with a most 

violent opposition from the employers and faced with 

a whole armoury of repressive laws and measures set 

in motion against him by the government, the trade 

union worker finds it impossible to build up mass
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trade unions. 1 request all those, who twit us for not 
being able to show a large paying membership to bear 
these facts in mind before they hurl ridicule and -abuse 

on us. And I may tell these well meaning gentlemen 
that though the regular paying membership of our 
unions may not be large, the unions affiliated to this 
Congress are the trusted fighting organs of the Indian 
workers and it is to them alone that they turn in any 
case of difficulty and trouble. When 1 say this I do 
not underrate the importance of Increasing the effec
tive membership of our unions and of putting them on 

a strong and stable basis- I am 
will emphasise upon the minds 

workers the immediate necessity 

mass basis for their unions-

sure this Congress 
of our trade union 

of creating a strong

the T. U. C. since

It is
The splits that took place in 

1929, impaired its strength to a large extent 
not necessary here to discuss the causes of thos©<splits 
and to appoition blame. What we are concerned 
with today is the best means of effecting unity. We 
repaired one split al Calcutta last year and that has 
led to an accession of strength to the the T. U. C. 
Now another and a more serious split has to be re
paired. The National Tradies Union Federation still 
refuses to unite with the T^ 

prepared for unity last yeas 
was formed in August last | 

ing closer relations and jon 

specific issues. The Joint 3 

seem to have functioned at*#

Congress therefore went a step further at its executive

p. C. As it was not 
Sa Joint Labour Board 
[ilh the object of develop- 
I' action on a number of 

Labour Board does not 

ill. The Trade Union

h"



committee meeting held at Nagpur in December last. 

It agreed to send delegates to Geneva and also to 
accept the Federation constitution if the Federation 

were prepared for immediate structural unity. This 
offer was not accepted by the Federation and as a 

counter offer we got two alternative 

the

proposals from
Federation,

the Federation 
All these yearsare

the ■ ;

reaso’Q possibly is the Federation

Ml
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If is regretable that the leaders of 
not prepared for unity even now. 
question of international affiliation and of sending 

delegates to Geneva were the two main points of
difference between the T-U. C- and the Federation, 

Those points of difference do not exist any longer. 
What is it then that keeps back the Federation from 
amalgamating with the Trade Union Congress? One 

leaders’ distrust
about the T. U, C. leaders. Prejudices die hard and 
one would not blame the Federation leaders if they 
harboured some misgivings about T. U- C. leaders- But 
what they fail to see is that the T- U. C. is not a 
social club where you can be exclusive in the choice of 

your companions. It is the central organisation if the 
Indian workers and must be open to all those who 
stand for the workers’ interests- The other and the 
more fundamental reason may be the radical difference 
in the political outlook of the Federation and the 
Congress- The politics of the Federation is mainly 
that of the Liberal Federation, while the All India 
Trade Union Congress stands firmly on an anti-imperialist 

platform. There is a wide divergence between these 

two views and persons holding them can hardly be

►-
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expected to work together. But if that is so, let the 

workers know that th? Federation cannot unite with 

the Congress on(y because of the anti-imperialist char

acter of the political platform of the T. U. C. We 

can then leave it to the workers to 

conclusions-

draw their own

immediate 

therefore 1

have 

thing

It is regretable that we cannot 

structural unity. As the next best 

suggest that the Trade Union Congress should accept 

Mr. Giri’s proposals as between the two proposals 

offered by the Federation. The acceptance of Mr. 

Giri’s proposal imposes a number- of restrictions on our 

activities, the most important being the povision that 

no political decisions can be taken without a threefourth’s 

majority. This will reduce the central organisation to 

a position of political inaction. And political inaction 

is the last thing to be desired especially in the coming 

years cf fiercer and more decisive conflicts with the 

capitalists and the Government. Efforts must there

fore be made for the relaxation of the rigour of this 

condition by providing for a 2/3 rds. as against 3/4 ths 

majority. Provision will also have to be made to 

impose the same condition on the Federation leaving 

the constituent unions of bo||r the groups freedom of 
political propaganda and ac^^n. The provision in the 

constitution of the Federatic®- about elections to the 

executive committee by trad® groups narrows the scope 

of internal democracy. In ®is connection the T. U. 
C. constitution is more democratic as it allows every 

single union to have a plaC)|‘ on the executive commtt- 

tee and thus to participate the formulation of poll'

i
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that Mr. Giri’s scheme may be accepted 
Congress as the penultimate step 

structural unity. I am 
conclusion by the

•Jf

penultimate

guiSeJ in arriving 
supreme necessity of 
a united resistance to 
I would in this conne- 
trade union workers to

I
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cies. These are modifications which should be easily 

acceptable to the Federation. With such modifications 

1 suggest 
by the 
towards 
at this
closing our ranks and of giving 

the growing capitalist offensive, 
ction invite the attention of all 
what is happening in other countries more particularly
in France. The working class movements in those 

countries are sinking their major and 'minor differences, 

and closing their ranks in the face of 

danger of Fascism- The same if not a 
situation faces us here and imposes upon 
of forgetting our differences and of uniting 
struggle against capitalism and imperialism
comrades, we shall rise equal to the task and not allow 
our enemies to take advantage of our internal dissentions.

the growing 
much worse 
us the task 

in a common
1 am sure,

There are some unions in the country which are 
neither attached to the Congress nor to the Federation- 
1 appeal to those unions to abandon their policy of 
isolation and to stand united under one common banner. 
In particular 1 appeal to the great Textile Labour 

Association of Ahmedabad to join the common stream 
of the all India working class movement. The struggle 
of the Ahmedabad workers is the struggle of the 
Indian working class as a whole* I appeal to the 
leaders of the Majur Mahajan not to keep the 

Ahmadabad workers divided from the rest of their 

comrades. Many of us do not approve of the methods

J
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and policies followed by the Majur Mahajan- But 

none of us can deny its great hold over the textile 

workers of Ahmedabad and lose sight of the strength 

that will accrue to this Congress if it decides to Join 

us in the common struggle against the capitalists and 
the government.

J

1
I

The All India Trade Union Congress has now 

completed 16 years of Its existence. It began as a 

small body of a handful of the benefactors of the 

working class, proposing to strive for the amelioration 

of the workers’ lot. To-day it is not merely striving 

for the defence and the advancement of the workers’ 

interests but is also a fighting organisation of the 

workers. When it started on its career it had no 

clearcut programme of action and no basic principles 

to guide its policy. To-day it stands firmly on the 

basic principles of class struggle with a programme of 

clearly formulated immediate and ultimate demands of 

the working class and committed to a policy of direct 

action for the realisation of those demands- 

ssiHcation of the aims and policies of 

Union Congress led to its desertion by a 

valued friends, whose sacrifices and labour 

buted much to its foundation and growth,

regret their loss, but have to ,jfeconcile ourselves to it 

as we cannot subordinate therandamental principles of 
our movement to the suceptibiffies of a few individuals, 

however valuable they may The doors of the 
Trade Union Congress are hajyever open to all who 

accept those principles which 'heve been recognised all 

over the world as the basic principles of the Trade 
Union movement.

This cla- 

the Trade 

number of 

had contri- 

We deeply

o?
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exploitation is 

us to starvation an3 

sit silent or remain 

the goal of socialism 

or back to the dark

Tliere is no third alter- 

The road to socialism) the only

As a result of 16 years’ labour we can be said 

to have laid a strong and stable foundation. And on 

this foundation we have now to rear the structure of 

a vast working class movement, conscious of its goal, 

determined in its action and confident of its strength. 

A new era of more decisive straggles is opening be

fore us. Capitalist and imperialist 

reaching new levels, driving 

death. We cannot afford to 

indifferent. Either forward to 

through national independence 

ages of misery and slavery, 

native. The road to socialism) the only aim of the 

working class movement, is not paved with roses We

shall have to traverse a difficult and dangerous road,

with many a pitfall and many an obstacle placed oo

the way by capitalism and imperialism. On this

road the example and the achievements of the Russ

ian workers stand as a guiding star. We shall draw 

inspiration from their heroic achievements of the 

overthrow of Czardom, the establishment of the dicta

torship of the proletariat and the building of a new 

social order based on the foundation c( the collective 

ownership of all means of production, distribution 

and exchange. We shall draw lessons from their 

varied experiences in the course of their long and 

bitter struggle against the forces of Czardom and capi

talism and of reformism and opportunism in their 

own ranks. We shall seek inspiration also from the 

rich history of the world working class movement, fro m 

the heroic struggles waged by our comrades in other 

lands for the defence of their rights and liberties.



We shall join hands with them across the seas and 

mountains and across the artificial national frontiers 

set up by the capitalists of each country and march 

together towards our common goal, 

of socialism.

the establishment

In India the way to socialism lies through nati

onal independence. Our struggle in this first stage 

of our movement will succeed only if we are able to 

take with us and mobilise in common action all our 

allies, the vast peasant and petty bourgeois masses of 

our country. Standing by itself the working class, 

small in numbers, politically immature, and organis

ationally weak, will not be able to achieve any thing. 

It can succeed in achieving national independence and 

in paving the way for socialism only by appearing on 

the scene as the leader of the vast democratic masses 

of India. It can break its-chains only by breaking the 

chains of all other oppressed masses, 

the political arena not merely as the 

own class interests but as the defender 

interests of the Indian people. Then 

peasants and other oppressed strata

Society flock to its banner and stand shoulder to 

shoulder with it in the c 

independence. From thii 

Trade Union Congress d 

working class 1 desire to 

struggles against landlord 

daily Increasing exploits^ 

struggle against capitalisnijifand imperialism”. To the 

petty shopkeepers, small traders, artisans etc. I desire

>

It must enter 

defender of its 

of the general 

alone will the 

of the Indian

mmon struggle for national 
Iplatform of the All India 

in the name of the Indian

Kay to the peasants “ your 

rand moneylenders and your 
|n is a part of the general
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to say “your daily deepening poverty and the ruin 

of your business is the result of the capitalist and 

Imperialist exploitation”. To the students, clerks, and 

middle class intellectuals I have to say the same 

thing and to point out to them that the root cause of 

their unemployment, misery and starvation lies in the 

existing social order which Is based on the enrichment 

of the few at the expense of the vast majority. I 

appeal to them therefore to join their forces with those of. 

the working class and fight under its leadership but for 

the total distruction of the socio-economic order which 

IS keeping them in bondage and misery.

larger 

to the 

to the

' 1
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1 shall be accused of having devoted the 

part of my address to politics. I plead guilty 

charge- In justification I have merely to refer 

objective condition in the country, where every small

fight for an economic concession turns into a political 

fight, where even the most minimum demands of the 

working class cannot be obtained without a radical 

alteration in the politico-economic structure of the 

country. That is my only justification for having paid 

moie attention to the political aspect of our struggle. 

I do not underrate economic struggles. 1 do not lose 

.sight of the steadily deteriorating economic condition 

of the workers. I stand for and do urge immediate 

struggles against these worsening conditions of life and 

work. For it is out of those struggles alone that a real 

broad based political movement will develop.

'll

1 need not speak about the growing unemployment) 

about the declining wages or about the steady progress



‘ of rationalisation and speeding up. These are facts 

f known to every worker by his own experience. The 

material point is how best to organise the workers’ 

. resistance to these capitalist offensive > At this Congress 

we shall have to devise measures for developing imme

diate struggles for such vital economic demands of the 

working class as ( 1 ) unemployment benefits, ( 2) res

toration of wage cuts, ( 3 ) stoppage of ^^tlonalisatlon 

and speeding up (4 ) eight hour’s day ( 5 ) minimum 

wage (6 ) recognisation of trade-unions ( 7 ) right to 

strike and to picket etc. After devising these measures 

the Trade Union Congress will also have to set up 

some machinery for co-ordinating all these struggles 

through publicity, propaganda and orgauisation. For 

without such a machinery conferences and resolutions 

have no meaning and the struggle cannot be effective.

1

During the year we waged a number of small and 

big struggles- In some we succeeded, in a arge 

number of them we failed. But the success as well 

as the failure have taught us a number of lessons. They 

have taught us the necessity of stronger organisations, 

of belter and more numerous cadres to take the place 

of arrested or otherwise incapatitated comrades, of a
J"?

more capable and determ^d leadership. Let us 

during the year that lies ^^efore us endeavour to 

remove these short-comings, make our unions strong,

H
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train up cadres of workers and evolve a better an^ 

more militant leadership- We have yet to cover, jt- J 

very long distance. A large mass of workers is yet ■ 

to be organised-. Even amongst the organised workers, - 

discipline, consciousess, and strength are yet to be 

created- Let us set our hearts to the achievement of 

these tasks — tasks which are equally necessary for 

the small skirmishes^ for 

and for the decisive final 

and Imperialism,

,1

advantages 

eapitalisnii

petty economic 

struggle against

Comrades> I" have

long time, I do not wish to detain you any longeo, 

I thank you most 

have done me by 

the patience with

afreacTy detained' you for 3

cordially for- the 

electing me to- 

which you liave

high- honour you 

this post and fot 

heard roei.
si
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Printed and published by V, B. Karnik at Yogesh Printery, 

80 Tamarind Lane, Fort, Bombay.
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AU 4ndia Trade Union Congress

. < In^the-courseref whis speech, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru said that
* tljough,hfiiadf beettiurthe City for the last three days and had^ been 

j- adi^siagsii^ral meetings* the primary engagement to fnlfi.1 which

"he earnest-to^Mhe* city»was to take part* in the'deliberations of the 

Trade .Ijl^io^Cpngress session. He felt that he was "one of-them.
* }lu ’.^>^‘chosen as Resident oA’he T. U. 0. a few years ago. Though 

he‘dtd*^t'^do'much’ work for workers’ organisation, yet he hud

le always been'tRinking about it. He could not do anything because 

Jje^'fiSd not have''an opportunity to do so, having been mostly in 

‘ ■ jml'^^or the last several years. In the province from which he came
iSi, t^e acnt^t^pfeblem was the'Kisan problem. The United 

Ja^y factories, ‘“but the agrarian problem 
“ Mut^’*taere? Though prifriurily’ tho*two problems mi:

» •
' '

I,

r

h '

f
f

different uttimately both of tThem were the same.

Continuing, Pandit Jawaharlal said that he had come to the 

T. U. 0. session as President of the Indian National Congress to 

convey the sympathy and greetings of the Congress to the workers. 
Dn^mg the last few years, the Congress had been putting up a fight 

against a powerful Imperialism. Th? biggest and the largest organisa
tion in the country today was the Q^an National Congress.*'

Hit'herto the working class

' due liiafe'iu the fight for politic 

been* carrying-on, ' That was depB 
the batlfe’of the workers. j 

to I I
’HenceJ'the’fWorkers should J 

\ ^tren^^hen its^Jiands. d

* think flut’’ways-’.‘Sind means' of‘|

S t
I

r >.

mmizations had not taken their 

freedom which the Congress had 
Hble. The Congress was'fighting 
Hr " **«> t ‘ 11

Ke it a point to join the Con- 
ffiwas e^ential that they should - 

;^eping contact between the two
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Panditji referred to the resolution on war''*"passed 

Lucknow session, and said that the people in the country should^* 
prepared through organisation and propaganda not to have anyliK^ 

to do with it when an imperialist war broke out. It was esseWa 
that the slrength of the Congress should be increased. Mntuafl 

abuse would take one neither here nor there. The goal aiined*at 
could be reached earlier if there was mutual co-operation and con-^ 
stant contact. Unless there was unity between the two, success waS*^ 

very far off.

:0;-
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• -♦‘vMESSAQBS RECEIVED’BY THE 'I5th’’SESSION 

’ <,*1 OF THE T. U. C

»- ,*Th6'‘15th session of the All India Tradc*Union Congress receiv- 

red nnmeroue ..passages from Trade Unions, Congress Committees 
and other .organisations and from their leaders. Below are given the 

narne^^ of a. few' of the important persons and organisations which
■ sent merges:—

.*‘*^**’ \
1" . * '•

(!)>*<<League against Imperialism and. for National Independence.

(2) ’ Sir Stafford Cripps.»>
(8).<f Jamnadas Mehta, the Mayor of Bombay and the President, 

All India Railwaymen’s Federation. 

All India Press Workers’ Federation.

A. N. Sheti, Karnatak Congress Socialist Party. 

Dr. D’Silva, Jubbulpore.

Bombay Provincial Congress Committee. 

“A” Ward, District Congress Committee, Bombay. 

J.B.Kriplani, General Secretary, Indian National Congress. 

" V. V. Giri, Bar-at-Law, M. L. A. and General Secretary, 

All India Railwaymen’s Federation. 
J. N. Mitra, Bx-President, Ai^l. T. U. C.
Jessudasan, President, Madras Por^ Trust Workers’ 

Union.
Madras Alluminium Labour Union.

G. P. Share, Secretary, Young Socialist Tjeague, Poona. 

M. S. Kotishwaran, Madras.

Mrs. Kamaladevi Chattopadhyaya.

.‘B’ Ward, District Conj 

L. B. Bhopatkar, Poonss 
J. S. Karandikar, Editq 
Raosaheb R. W. FuIayJ 

Brijlal Biyani, PresiM 

, Committee. i

II*

»!»
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)
< (14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

‘ (22)' Mrinal Kanti Bose, Ex-| 

. - *^'*^Federation, President, I

!ss Committee, Bombay.

Kesari.

L. C., Nagpur.

, Berar Provincial Congress

resident, National Trades Union 
®ss Employees’ Association and 

'«ij«rindian Journalists’ Association.
■■ V ’’’MW.
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(23)
(24)
(25)

(26)
(27)
(28)

(29)
(30)
(31)
(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)

. I

•f

Bengal Labour Party,
V. M. Ramswamy Mudliar, M.A., B.L., M. L. 0.

W. V. R. Naidu, General Secretary, Metal Worke'

Union. *
Mubarak Sagar, N. W Railway Union, Lahore. 

Bengal Congress Socialist Party.
P. P. Pillai, Director, International T.abour OfHt'S^ 

Indian Branch.
B. N. Railway Indian Labour Union, Kharagpur.

B. P. T. Railwaymen’s Union, Bombay. 

Maharashtra Provincial Congress Committee.

S. I. Rly. Workers’ Union, Trichinopoly. 

Employees’ Association, Calcutta. 

Free Thinkers’ League, Poona. 

Thakoreprasad Pandya, Ahmedabad.

i

1l
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SUMMITQFREPORT OFCOM. KHED- 

/:7f;3OFJ^HfeALL 4NPIA.TRAbE'UNW '.
i sCOliGRESS FOR THE YEAR 1935'36;

■ - "'-J- ' /IJH- ■’’?**'-

' '7^ pleasure in submitting to you this report for the

year 1985-86. It extends over a period of 12 months and is a record 

of^ste^dy^growth consolidatwn of^ the Trade Union Movement 
under-the. l^eadership of the A^l India Trade Unmn Congress, This 

period has riot been, characterized by open riianifestationlof mass strug- 

gle^ ,ori as large a scale as in the previous year, but has undoubtedly 

, carried, the class struggle to a higher stage both in widening its basis 

and developing it in intensity. A year of silent unostentatious work 

f. in repairing the central organisation from the ravages of repression 
"and disunity in the past is gradually restoring it to itsJormer 
' ./i •,'*??'' W' ' - J,;;.. . , I.,- < • ■ ' • '•
strength. The obstacles with which the Trade Union Congress was 

confronted, and which hampered its working, have been eliminated.
■ N  ̂jprces.have been , drawnin, giving it ney^.^^ources of energy and 

■' strengtl^apd^^freshriess,3yhip^.has considerably helped in the unifi-

cation of .th? whole movement. The determined efforts for unity are 

bearing fruit \ and are pregnant with the hopes of success in the 

ne^j:. future..;

\ UNITED FRONT,

The United front is not only consolidating the Trade” Union 

-Movementbut is also making, it a .formidable factor in the anti

imperialist struggle, The Trade Uumn Congress with the restoration 
. of its organisational strength is e®tively influencing the whole 

working readjiT ” '
. \^wardB the struggle for national emal 

i’^'.has advanced-the Trade Union ConJ 

which;'’cati1ac!|.be;fully-,realised at; t|

, nn|

review, as,well as the.present session, which will be a memorable one 

..in the histoy ,of our movement.

fag its outlook and policies to- 

pation. '' This year, therefore, 

K unostentatiously to an extent 
juncture. ' The breaking-out 
^the^ leadership of ^.-.the .Trade 

importance of the year under ■
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CALCUTTA SESSION.

The period under review opened after the 14fcb Session of 

Trade Union Congress which was held at Calcutta on 19th and 20th,^ 
Apiil 193.5. The Calcutta Session achieved the amalgamation of the,^ 

lied Trade Union Congress and the All India Trade Union Congress 
and the United Trade Union Congress started its work with a Joint.' 
Manifesto signed by the leaders of the organisations which had united 
evplaming the necessity ofunity as a preliminary step in the preparation”' 

for effective struggle. lam glad to report that the woi king of the 
united T. U. C. has been quite satisfactory throughout the year. The, 
Session also decided to continue its efforts to further the unity to'*^ 
include the National Trade Union Federation. Side by side with*’i&J 

the amalgamation of the Red Trade Union Congress and the AU > >i^ 

India Trade Union Congress, the Session made a final attempt for .J 
the settlement of the internal dispute arising out of the split in the 

Bombay Girni Kamgar Union which was distracting the whole 'xj 
trade union movement. '

The policy of united front with the Indian National Oongfess 

initiated earlier took a more definite shape and crystallized in a 
resolution asking the All India Congress Socialist Party to move 
for the adoption by the Congress of the demands of the workers and 

peasants. The attitude towards the new reforms was also defined. 
Thus the tasks set by the Calcutta Session , before the All India 4^*^- 

Trade Union Congress were:—

(4)

(3)

(4)

(>)

The settlement of Internal disputes;

Completion of the process of Unity with the Red T. U. C. 
and the amalgamation of rival trade unions;

Unity with the National Trade Union Federation;

The development of united front;

The extension of organisation to unorganised provinces; <>

The opposition to the Reforms and repression; and-- 5^ 

The intensification of the day-to-day struggle for encohom 

demands. i*-'

)
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BOMBAY QIRNI KAMQAR UNION ELECTION-

The dispute in the Bombay Girni Kamgar Union was settled 

by a referendum of the memberfof both the sections, led by Nimbkar 
and Kandalkar respectively on August 4,1935, under the supervision 
of the President. Nimbkar’s section having won the majority of 
votes, it was declared by the President as the real Union and the 

section of Kandalkar wa s eliminated from the A. I. T. U. 0.

r

c

BOMBAY DOCK WORKERS’ UNION-

On the same day a similar election was held in the Bombay 

Dock Workers’ Union when the section led by Ali Bahadur Khan 
was eliminated and Dr. Shetty was elected president of the Union. 

Thus ended two big disputes which had dislocated the working of 
the Trade Union Congress and almost threatened to dis rupt it.

t

*

AMALQAMATIOriOF RIVAL UNIONS-
Provincial Sub-Oommittees xJere appointed for the purpose of 

bringing about amalgamation of rival unions. In Bombay the Sub
committee consisted of:—

E."'A. Khedgikar,

D. L. Pathak,

V. B. Karnik,

K. N. Joglekar.

K, M. Jambhekar.

J?-

»

The Sub-Committee had to deal with the rival unions on the 
G. I. P. Railway and of the tress Workers. Due to the efforts of 

the Sub-Committee the amalgamation of the G. I. P. Unions was 
successfully brought about and a single mass Union is functioning 
with added strength. ' ' Xt

EFFORTS FOR UNITYWITH N. T- U- F-
The sub-committee appointed foM^his pupose was authorised to 

bring* about unity on the following fisis:—

.J, Class struggle;

2. One Union in one Jndus^ry; ’

Iw*

j /J**-
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4.

5.

8. No foreign affiliation;

Keprcsentation to Geneva to be decided every year;
All India Trade Union Congress to be the Centos 

Organisation.

joint conference of the All India Trade Union Congress and^ 

the National Trade Union Federation was held in Bombay on *7, 
August 4th and 5th. The question of structural unity was discussed. * • 

The Trade Union Congress represented by the Unity Sub-Committee □ 
pressed for immediate structural unity. The National Trade Union*** 

Federation was not prepared for it. It was, therefore, decided that 
Joint Labour Board should be established with equal representation’ 

from both the organisations in order to develop j'oint action on f 

issues mutually agreed by both and to strive for structural 

unity.

A

The Joint Board consisted of

V. V. Giri, President,

K. S. Ruikar, General Secretary 

R. A. Khedgikar, 

R. S. Nimbkar, 

Shibnath Banarjee, 

N. M. Joshi, 

Jamnadas Mehta, 

Aftab Alli.

1
I
i

Members.

i
1

J

specific
[' M
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Bombay, the Joint Board discussed 

some of the burning issues before the Trade Union Movement and- js^i 

adopted resolutions on wage cuts, unemployment and health insurance, 

40 hours’ week, and appointed a sub-Committee for preparing Labour.* 

legislation, , -i*

A Jomt Conference was held in Nagpur to consider further steps 

to bring about structural unity. The conference considered the 
following proposals of the All India Trade Union Congress but could**^? 

not arrive at any decision. The National Trade Union Federa
tion took up the proposals of the All India Trade Union Congre^.^^

*».

At its first meeting held in
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fpr consideration in their general council and have submitted two 

alternative proposals: —
■ ’ • A

to affiliate the National Trade Union Federation as a unit 
to the All India Trade Union Congress for one year as a 
preliminary step towards structural unity. The All India 
Trade Union Congress to be the Central organisation and 
adopt the constitution of the National Trade Union 

Federation.

to extend the scope of the Joint Labour Board and streng- 

. then it with plenary powers with mutual consent on issues 
concerning political matters, election to the Legislatures, 

. strikes and rival unions and absolute plenary powers to be 
exercised by majority vote on industrial matters excluding 

strikes.

i

/

2. I
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>

-f***s-

These proposals were considered at an informal meeting held in

- Bombay, While preferring the first proposal, the meeting was of the 
'opinion, that the issues of foreign affiliation and political propaganda of 

• the, Central organisations required further clarification and, therefore, 

the General Secretary was requested to elicit opinion from the 

National Trade Union Federation.

The Joint Labour Board has not functioned effectively as a 
central organisation nor does it help in coordinating activities. 

Its existence while not serving any useful purpose has become an 

obstacle in the way of structural unity.

I

!

I ''

t '

AFFILIATION OF UNIONS FROM THE RED. T. U- C.

The Credential Committee, examined the records of 9 unions and 

recommended them for affiliamn. The Executive Committee has 

affiliated these unions. ' ,,

J

UNITED FRONT WITOTHE ALL INDIA CONGRESS 

SOCIOST PARTY-
u '• ' ■ nn

The agreement between® All India Trade Union Congress 
.and'th^ All India Congress fficialist Tarty arrived at in Bombay 

in October 1984 was regarded with apprehension for some time in

t



some quarters, but the year has cleared all the grounds for misgi^,, 
vings, " The C. S. P. has proved to be a souroe of strength to tho^_^ 

Trade Union Congress and is working in perfect hntmony. It has,.^? 
accorded its co-operation willingly on all anti-imperjalist iasuesa,^ 

Several meubers of the Party are working in the Unions affiliated 

to the A. I. T. U. C.

1

In the Congress, the 0. S. P has expressed the political ideology, 

and aspirations of the working class as formulated from time to time 

by the Trade Union Congress and has pressed for direct representation, 

of organised workers on Congress Committees.

, ■*<
RELATIONS WITH THE INDIAN NATIONAL 

CONGRESS,

While realising the urgent need of the working class parti- 

(ipatmg in tiie national movement, the T. U. C. decided to 

lead a deputation to the President of the I. N. C. in Bombay in May 

1935. Similar deputation led by our President Oom. R. S. Ruikar 

met the President of the Congress at Wardha. After these talks, 

the Working Committee of the Congress appointed a Labour Sub
committee to keep in touch with the Labour Movement. Although^ 

the scope of this Committee was inadequate, it opened up the prospect 

of closer relations in the future. After the appointment of the 

Labour Sub-Oommittee, the Executive Committee of the All India 
Trade Union Congress also appointed a Sub-Committee.

(

* i

■** i

On the establishment of the Joint Labour Board, the Indian 

National Congress decided to deal directly with the Board. A joint • 

meeting of the Board and the Sub-Committee of the Congress was , 

fixed up at Madras but on the failure of the latter to provide an* 

agenda for the meeting it could not come off.

The relations with the Congress were further clarified by the 

Executive Committee at its meeting at Nagpur in December, when 

it authorised its traction on the Joint Labour Board to deal directly, 

with the Indian National Congress, should it fail in its efforts to 

do so through the Board, T'

-42
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OCR ACTIVITIES.

Three meetings of the Executive Committee were hold during 

the year. The first meeting was on August 3, 1935, in Bombay in the 

midst of the excitement of the G. K. U. elections. The decision 

to form the Joint Board was confirmed by this meeting. 

The G. K. U. and the D. W. U. disputes were finally settled and it 
was decided to observe anti-repression day all over India. Comrade 
Kava "was elected to act as President in place of Com. Kuikar, antici

pating his conviction and, incarceration.,

I-’-
The second meeting was held in Nagpur on December 26th and 

27th. The meeting considered the question of unity, further clarified 

its attitude to the Congress and decided to observe Labour Week.

I

The third meeting brings us to the close of the year under 

review.

t

t

IS

INFORMAL MEETINGS.

Besides the meetings of the Executive Committee, informal 

meetings were held on three occasions, which weie attended by more 

than 25 representatives, to ascertain the views of different sections 

of the Trade Union Congress on important problems for the guidance 

of the office-bearers. The first meeting, held in Bombay in May 85 

was in connection with the interview with Babu Rajendra Prasad, 

the President of the Indian National Congiess and a memorandum 

was prepared and a small sub-committee was appointed to present 

it. The second informal meeting was held on the occasion of 

Comrade Ruikar’s visit to Bombay in February 36 when the 

proposal for unity submitted by the N. T. U. F. were discussed. 

This meeting also considered th^jiproposal of sending Trade Union 

representatives to the Congress 

Com. R. A. Khedgikar, V. B, 

Jambhekar was appointed and i 

posals. As the Executive Co 

a third, informal meeting of 

Lucknow at the time of the Cong 
meeting discussed the altematH5^* schemes for direct representation

' * '

f

t

oinmittees. A. sub-committee of 

arnik, V. H Joshi and R. M. 

3 submitted two alternative pro- 

tee could not meet immediately, 

Trade Unionists assembled ac
•**

Session was held in April. This

I!



of Trade Unions in the Indian National Congress and also considered/ ’ 

the question of the proposed retrenchments on the Railways. A* 
Committee called the Railway Retrenchment Resistance Committee'' 

a\is formed. The committee is to collect statistics about retrench-
I 

ment, carry on propaganda against it and agitate for an All India 
R iilwaymon’s Conference.

J

1

J

OBSERVANCE OF DAYS-

In keeping with the tradition of the Trade Union Congress, 
wo observed throughout the country the following days :

“May Day”

“Unemployment Day”
“Anti-repression Day”
“Russian Revolution Day"
“Lenin Day”
In addition to this, the following days were also observed :— 

“Bengal Detenue Day”

“Jogesh Chatterji Day”
“Independence Day”

“Abyssinia Day”
“Subash Day”
“Congress Golden Jubilee”.

THE LABOUR WEEK-

The Labour Week was observed from Feb. 4 to 11 for an 
organisational drive and an intensified propaganda on the main 
issues before the working class movement, such as repression, war, 
new Reforms, unemployment and immediate demands.

The response to the call of the Trade Union Congress was so re. * j 
markable that the Labour Week was observed throughout the country *’^5 
both by affiliated as well as non-affiliated unions. The Congress * 

Socialist Party also accorded its full co-operation on this occasion.,

The propaganda against rejtression and the new constitution 51 

has taken a prominent place in our activities during the year. Au 

attempt was also made to link up this agitation with the propa

ganda against war.
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LABOUj? LEQISLATIONS.

of legislations which were taken up for specialTwo pieces 
agitation by the Trade Union Congress were the Payment of Wages 

Bill and the Bakhale Bill.

The former was introduced in the Assembly tor regulation of the 

payment of wages. An amendment was moved by Sir Ilomi Mody tor 

penalising strikes without notice. This amendment was opposed by 

the workers as an encroachment on their elementary rights.

The latter was a Bill 'for regulating the hours of work of 

shop assistants in the Bombay presidency. Agitation to support it 
was set on foot. A conference of shop assistants and other workers, 

coming within its purview, was held but the Bill was thrown out due 

to the opposition of the Government and the lepiesontatives of 

owners in the provincial Council.

STRIKES.

«■

During the course of the year, the attack on the workers’ 

standard has increased. The workers have been oftermg resistance 

all over the country. Sporadic strikes have taken place at Bombay, 

Calcutta, Delhi, Burhanpur, Karachi, Ahmedabad, Broach, Kurla, 

Thana, Lalaguda, Nagpur, Calcutta, Ambernath, Jalgaon, Patna 

and many other places. Prominent among these have been the 

prolonged struggle of the Burhanpur, and Jalgaon Textile Workers, 

the Taxi Drivers of Bombay, the Lalaguda Bail nay Workers, and 

Inland Steam Company Workers of Bengal which is still going.

1l

SSION.REPR 
t

Since the amalgamation of 

the All India Trade Union Co 

the repression on the Trade Unio 

Nimbkar and Bhayyaji Kulka
lately after the Calcutta Session 

* f Com. Shibnath Banarjee also ha 
, ' ■"has^been’^entenced to one‘year’s!

“ pending the decision of the High 

Red Trade Union Congress and 

5S, the government has intensified 

vement. Comrades Ruikar, Sahikh 

ere arrested for sedition imme- 

three of them have been.convicted. 

en the victim of repression. He 

Iv*and is*now enlarged on bail 

ourt. Besides, a number of active
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• . trade union workers have been deported, interned and restrictions * .

have been placed on many of them including Oom. Jogalokar and 
Patkar. The ban on several Trade Union organisations in Bengal,^ J 

Bombay, Punjab, U. P. and the States still continues. Sixty. 
lionse raids «erc carried out simultaneously in U P. and a case is 
proceeding in Bombay against t 
application of extraordinary powers with which the Executive is 
aimed to-day 18 making genuine trade union activities difficult

NON-RECOQNITION OF TRADE UNIONS-

Besides the repression, the refusal to recognise unions by 
employcis and the enforcement of slave agreements on the workers 
when strikes arc called off leaves no other alternative before the 
w orkers except direct action even for trifling grievances.

The arbitrary powers vested in the Governors to recognise 
muons for Labour Constituencies without laying down any criterion, 
will also introduce a vicious discrimination which will be extremely 
dangerous to the militant organisations.

I

taneoiisly in U P. and a cn'^p h , 
three alleged communists. The - 
ifo wIiiaV l?-vrtAnH\m >a «‘V'.?

*

* w. Jthe

PROVINCIAL COMMITTEES.

At present Provincial Committees are functioning in Bombay, 
U. P., C. P. and Bengal. The U. P. Committee organised a Provincial 

Conference during the year. The Bengal Committee organised a 
Press Workers’ Conference. The Bombay Committee has 
been carrying on a ceaseless propaganda on all important economic 
as well as political issues. A provisionahcommittee is functioning in 
Madras and will develop in the near future into a full-fledged' 
piovincial unit. It is endeavouring to draw into the fold of the 
Trade Union Congress several new ^unions. The inclusion of 
Karachi unions in the Trade Union Congress calls for the organisa
tion of a separate Provincial Committee for Sind. Attempts have 

been made to establish contacts with Punjab and Bihar and it 
could be expected that in the near future committees will be esta
blished in these Provinces.

NEW UNIONS.

Several new unions have been formed during the course of the 

year, in Bombay, Gujarat, Kerala, Delhi, Punjab, and Bihar.



The^ umon8,g|iffi6t.JMfflHiiOTed as they arec not yet^a-year old. They 

ar£ therefore, seeking associate membership-of the * Trade Union 
.‘W’ 'TA ‘ iv n°s‘.ej / ..s J,a* t ' <
Oqpgress.' ,, 
nr I «•». A-

feesides-5 linions of the Red Trade Union Congre8S8,>-21 unions 

have h^n 'affiliated bringing the total strength of the the Trade 

Union, j^ongresB to 71 affiliated unions.

tn FUNDS'
■•T*

Although the Trade Union Congress is regaining strength 

in the number of affiliated unions, co-ordination of activities 
i^pte^sification and centralization of the movemeqt, it is 

v^ry. much ^handicapped for lack of funds. The, peed for 
a^j^r,manept secretariat to deal with the increasing* activity 
is urgently felt‘and is long overdue. The need for a Trude Union 

», *>‘‘^oilgr^*'Bulleiin was feSogmsed atf^ eSrlier* session of the Con- 
‘J ‘ , .«r '' J,

’ gres^'but could not be given effect to . for the only reason of lack 
L'' prlKiaril/ due to the failnre of the

V affl||dted unions in the prompt payment of their'affiliation fees.

' CONCLUSION.

'.. express a genuine feehng of .gratitude
jppllengues in the .Trade Union Congress for .the, splendid 

** against .all odds, which they have been giving on every

" has grou n stronger organisationally, better Equipped ideologically and

ispvQ^kiiigjnOTe harnipniou^ly than before.
*

- . ( «■

i.Jn landing Qvev charge

■ back to a period of mtenseiactivM
■ 1 St I js'‘memories and form an important

V' I *

*<

- ■  ..........- , ' •’!'
I *■ V .» A '> *.

AFFILIATION OF NRW UNIONS.

*<»

t
j my offices, I can proudly look 

which will remain fre^h m our 
I’lapter ip,the history of the Trade 

Serialist struggle.

1

^.'A.~KHEDGIKAR,

Gen, Swretfiry^ *
*
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resolutions.

resolution's of the session.

Resolutions passed at the 15th session of the AU Indi# 
Trade Union Congress held in Bombay on the 17th and ISt 
of May 1936. . i

(In all 33 resolutions were passed. The text of 20 

IS given below in full. The restJjiave been summarised).

TRADE UNION UNITY.
The T. U. 0. has repeatedly emphasized the indispensable neces-, 

siby of complete structural unity in the T U. Movement if _ Indian 

workers arc to launch in the present situation country-wide offensive,* 
for their economic and political demands. The T. U. O'? 'deeply re- 

"lets that the leadership of the N. P. T. U has not shown that 

whole-hearted and earnest response to the appeals of the T. U.^C. 

in this regard as the condition of the workers demanded. In view 

of the fact that the necessity of drawing up of immediate ' pro- * 

gramme of action for the vital demands of the workers and the re-*” 
cognition of the principle of class struggle and Trade Union 'demo- ’ 

cracy is accepted by all sections of the T. U. Movement, the, *^2 
T. U. C holds that no fundamental obstacle in the path of striic-^,, 

tural unity any longer exists, .Under, the circumstances any delay 

in uniting the A, I. T. U. G. and' the N. T. U. P. arising frotUis' 
undue emphasis on secondary issues is bound to Be disastrous from thb,;’* 
point of view of working''class."’The T^'U. O.^’*cleclares *^i'tS*. 

unqualified preparedness to aocomihodate in a genuine spirit’6f'’c6nci- 
llation the demands of the N. T. U, P. on all such issueV so 83*1101 

to hamper the growth of the struggle which is to-day ‘'the fun
damental responsibility of the Trade Union Movement as" a 'wholei^

The T. U 0. accepts the Giri proposals in general as,a, basis of’”- 
luiity, subject to the following niodifications:— i a • 1}'*“

1. Re: Foreign’ affiliation, the N. T.’U. P. will have ,no voice., 
on the question of the affiliation of the A. I.'T. U.

2. The constitution of the N. T. U. P. will be accepted with 

such modifications as may be found necessary by the B. 0. of th? 

T. U. C.
i

I»
55s
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'’'' S.

' ^any decisions on a political 'issue or a strike for want of three fourths „
r* J;iat^^p,,pjrbv|d|dxVJierej^.^pi,4pot be ppssible to take 

r • *■
f^niijBritl^th’^X'*'^ill' be' ff6e'fd'''acb'according^o its bare 

|^!t^i^’o^t^d^iiii^2*in'caBe th6'’'Pederatio’n insists on taking independent 

aqtrbhw-^i^'k such' political ‘questions and klfikes. ’ *

^C^demns the j») Governijient for its brutal 
‘^auj^^^n qf Civil and^^tical Liberties in India and'particularly 

^^l^.JpaprisQu^ent, , internihent, externment and detention of 
/ i ' scijie^pt"fighters-, in the cause ofj^fteedoin, the .suppression ,of 

T ' WQrJ^ingjcIass,’peasant, youth and national organisations, the proscrip- 
i- tj.pn.apdf;,,the ,pr^evention off„thp entry qf iradical literftjjin’e, the 

^^eg^^ip^n^Jpf ^b^harous laws,.the subjection of peasants,-to harass- 
i^ept^^r^inaljility ta^uieet the demands of the state, landlords, money- 

, "^effidg^^^d Pth.er, rpiddle *meh^ etc. , , ,

V . ^.f’X^This ^Congress also^cgpdemns the repressive regime in the Indian 
u,. Stateswhere’’ civil ‘rights and ’’fhblic liberities are suppres-

4 sed evSmmore''ruthlessly. '' xb i n ' ' .

,jf^Jl?|iW^Cj^gress s^^s its warm greetings to the thousands.that are* 
sile^t^^ajid bravely;sufferipg for the noble cause of freedom, through 
i^pj^i^gmejit, and exile and^supports the legitimate de^nds of the. 

'■**, for decent treatment and sympathises, with those
«^*!^who*are'on hunger''strike including**Profulla Narayen Mulhck in^'“ 
^;iWanager ^Jail (Bengal). .

*'“®. immediate release^or open trial of " 
If f -Cojh.*^^ha^B ose, ’ Dr. ChariBanerjeet ’ Mazadat*''Ahmed, ^alim',’ 
, ■■, ‘'iV-'hj-i'.fiiStei-'.,,, -, *< > ffl ' V' .
! t i' Amir Hyder',Khan and a ‘ ‘

■* .j^ehgal’Setehus defamed’’ witho| 

' ’ ''■* Oohgrerfsldemaade'J

• ^.fl&y’ N'imbkar,: N. fjRby/ <Muk«
'..*5^»*^'teher8 convicted' under«.diffiefl
* -■ • 15

This Congress welcomes a^

4-

h

I

y* L ’its J
1 labour workers and about 3000 
k , < - . ff - .‘H
pal-

'l <Ju ■- I .
leleaseaf Coms. K. S. Ruikar, R. 8. 
i Lal* Sircar and all other labour 
I sectioiis.w»iu . <

supports'the move of the President 
formation '■'of* a Civil Liberties

t
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2. Abolition of landlordism and other forms of internf^f^a 

between the state and the cultivators; provision of«i neoessar^^’fafl 

lities for grazing the cattle, marketing etc.

3. A substantial portion "of revenue from rural area to be**s 

on nil al aicas.

4. Liquidation of debts of workers and peasants and provision^ 

by the state of cheap credit facilities for productive purposes.

5. Provision fora minimum wage of at least Rs. 30 'pe
month, iO hours’ week, adequate housing, healthy conditions of. worl^^'*^ 
unemployment and other forms of social insurance, a month’s Jeave*;^ 
with full pay. ' ‘ "

6. Abolition of feudal levies apd the freedom of peasants frqi^?^^

conditions bordering on serfdom. ,

7. No protection to industries without guaranteeing the’minir 

mum demands of workers and producers of raw materials 'Concerned.

Free primary education and adequate 'facilities for oth(ipJ*iSI

. '.'I

"<
)

»
s
j

1

8.
types of education.

9. Freedom of press, speech, association and organisation.

(4) /W^

3. Tins f'oiigrcss condemns the deliberate war preparations of 
the dominant Imperialist powers which are more iihd-''morc opehly *1^ 
declaring their faith in another imperialist war as the only way out- 
of the world crisis. The grabbing of Manchuria -and the whole'^^lW 
of North China by Japan and its use as a war base against the Soviet 
Union, the murderous aggression by fascist Italy on Abyssinia, the ’*3 
flagrant repudiation by Nazi Germany of all international agreement^’*’ *S 

and Its rapid armament with the connivance of British Imperialism * 
as a definite preparation for attacking Soviet Russia in allian'ce with; *3 

Japan, the rapid establishmem and strengthening by British' Imper- ‘ 
ialism of military bases at strategic points all over the Empire 
and especially in India, the sudden interest evinced by it in the* 

Indian peasantry which is so much cannon fodder for the coming war, 
the failure of the League of Nations to maintain'the'system'ott^Sl 

Collective Security, as a result of the domination of Imperialist



-■t'
J M»J *' - iPd'ivefs^alhtlleBeare'indubitable'indications' of the imminent .danger 

’ ^o^nothor Iri5|erialiajj;l  Warislaugther fbr;,ia;, redivision,, pf - the; world 
_ ^t the cost of weaker powers find colonies and also.the Soviet Union, 

_ theTalherlan'd Of‘air 6*^p*resSed 'Bia8S08 of the’woiid.

'7 ^^^pon^ress,. thei^ore^alls' upon all organisations 'of workers 

^7;,* an^j^easant^, U N.: 6? and' other '* anti-imperialist ofganisaUons 
.set up^^ ' co^itjeea ,fori .agitation against

'j H^pefialisV: war apd for the., defence lof the Soviet Union so as to 
A • preyent fhe'^exploitatiohlr oi^’.Indian^ and resQurpes’by British

i‘’*"\'imp^ittlim'in’/sucy'k’criswiand"'to utilise 'it for"intensifying the 

struggle for ' ,

^^;.;:¥^>#il^>THikcUohgresisthd8 its respectful", greetings to the>,peoplc < of 

;w;.^Aby|ainia^'fo and < peasants of Uhina and to all other
f*' /^..peopleB^.yfhoi.haye ^been^andw'are heroicaljy^flghting . the • brutal 
jj^^ ’ ntUmgiS^bft’hoi.^arious imperialist powers tolenslave them, fi

■■ ' GREEriNQS OT ABYSSINIA- 
•_ ' ■'’..J', -I"":-.-

, rjjig Trade Union Congress greets the heroic people of Abyssinia,, 
ir ~th'e'reybluti6har'yymattyrs^ m of ' colonial‘freedom. '* The

brgahised’by 'technically undeveloped Abyssinia 
•■'?-*,,<,tol^Joo^*tfiif8^^^ of'an Imperialist 'and Fascist' power armed
i’i- ,6otBe^teetfi''^with‘’'mbst modern'in&u'mehts'of warfare not 'only 

■ ' dpmohstyajed ‘what'weaker<,.nationscan-.achiove’’'against tlje 'capitalist

sheer force t)f an undying ^will tobp free, riot only - 
'* ? avt'kACd? nvmyAal onrl I-M*nrmrt *m Ann -na1

I--'''

cynical and .brazen, gtaediggss^jpudepying the, eloquent 

;■ e^p^saipps^ ,. of, . pacifism indulged, .in ,by. everyImperialist 

Pp,w.gr. ..^il^out; jCxception. but, hM also ; been a call to all subject,, 
■ np^jpnS; pf..jihe,world to, declqre -.uWing resistance;; against • tyrants 

„ tljafe grindtheiri ^pndor,the iron hea^ 
, QgngresSj_^^prefpre, callg upop thea 

the full iniplications and the less 
Abyssinia.' , , |

*R|jl^pipNS WITHTHElND]

----------  " ffi‘̂ ;Bri|isy®pipir6'ana;th«ir^h power to the oppi^
/ S8ea'maBseE^is'''the basic political demand Indian working-class^

Bi jepression, The ZTra^e. Union 

■ploited people of India,liO realise 
Rb of the glorious martyrdom, of

fe national congress.

ijinSiQuitl 'infl'^enfec^iihplying severance from-

!
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and whereas even the most minimum demands of the Working cl^fe^g 

cannot be secured without the attainment of Independence. <i >'*;

This Congress emphatically is of opinion that the t working cl 

must actively participate and play its due role in the nationa 
movement and whereas the I. N. 0. is today ths bosi available'mean 

of effecting a united front of the Indian People against xraperialis 
and its native allies, this Congress decide^ to establish relations 

close cooperation with the Indian National (jongress with’-'-'t 

object of broadening and deepening the national straggle j^r in^* 

dependence. '
i r , fl'-

This Congress is emphatically of opinion that such cooperation 

cm be established on a sure foundation only if the Indian National 
Congress supports the immediate economic and political- demands" 

ot the working class and its struggle for those demands and makes< 

suitable provisions for the participation of the workers in the Congress' 

through their class organisations. *

This Congress appeals to the radical elements in thp Congress - 

in general and to the Congress Socialist Party in partioultir to^ exe^rt 

themselves for effecting the aforesaid changes in the Congress ,pro,- 

gramme and structure with the intention of bringing about ^clos^Pj 
contact and cooperation between the working class and the^ _jNatio^aI - 
Movement. . ' '

This Congress requests the Working Committee of thi Indian 

X.itional Congress to devise —pending changes in the constitutions 
a machinery of joint all-India, provincial, district and local '(^mmittees * 

I or developing joint action and for establishing a closer contact beiween 

the workers and the Indian National Congress and,assures the Working ' 
Committee of its full cooperation in the working of these joint ** 

committees. •

While laying stress on the necessity of closer co-operation ^t^ 
the I. N. 0. this Congress emphasizes the urgent necessity of iude-'^^!^ 

pendent effort on the part of tlip Working class 

parties to carry forward the task of building’ up 

Front.
• 1

contact and cooperation between the working class and the^ _jNatio^aI 
Movement. . ' '

- w

radical - J 
Unitea-

*'-V



This Oohgress urges upon its affiliated unions to develop oom

various 

in
mon tiction with the',local Oongrcss Organisations on 
sp^iflij ' question's as they may arise from time to time and 

particular:— ■

J,. For the rejection of New R^prms,
2.W Popfipposing the impending imperialist war.

^Por thfe Defence of the Soviet Union.
’4, For the Defence of Civil Liberties.
5. For safeguarding and advancing the interests of

working class.
6. For 'contesting thfe elections under the new reforms.

' ‘ , I > - .J

This J Congress appoints a sub committee consisting of 
following to take steps for the implementing of this resol.ution. 

President.
2.'' General Secretary.

Hariharnath Shastry.
' Meharally.

Dr. Shetty.
R. M. Jambekar,

the

the

4r*

I*
1

‘III

1.

3.
■" 4.

5.
6.

t

the

g the anti-imperiahst struggle to a 

declares its keen desire to cooperate 
group and section in the fight for 

tion of a genuine anti-imperialist 
anisationa! need of India’s struggle 

s present stage of the development of 

fa, the most effective method of 

llecfcive affiliation of workers’ and
« »

COLLECTIVE REPReSENTATlON-

The A. I. T. U. C. welcomes the resolution^ passed by
I. N. C.j at Lucknow, proposing to bring the Congress into closer 

relation with workers’, peasants', and other mass anti-imperialist 
organisations in the country, and greets all left wing elements in the __ 
Indian National Congress for firmly insisting on the democratisation 
of the I, N. 0. and on its acceptance of the vital demands of the toil
ing masses for the purpose of r 
higher level. ,The A I. T. U. 
wholq-heaptedly with every ra 
national Independence The

, front is today the most pressing 
for Independence, Considering 

the anti-imperialist forces, in 1 
forging such’a' front is through 
peasants’ organisations to the 1. N. G. Moreover, in order that the

J

I

I

i

I I

t



working class may play its due role in the national Imovement of; Ind 
it is necessary that together with its independent political activity 

should also work through the Indian National Congress, which .c 
only”ae done by its class organisations being affiliated to the Ipdi 

National Congress.

The A. I, T. U. 0. therefore, resolves that the I, N. 0. be aski 
to provide for the representation of organised workers on the follpwii 

lines:— ,

SCHEME OF REPRESENTATION.

1. Trade Unions recognised by the A. I. C. C. office or Trac 
Union Branches in a district to apply for representation to the Dis 
trict Congress Committee. Bombay City to be deemed a District fo 
this purpose.

Applications to be by a resolution of the Union or its Exe 
cutive endorsing the Congress Creed.

2. A fee of Rs. 10/- to be paid for every 1000 members foi 
whom representation is desired, provided that in no case is represen
tation to be claimed or granted in excess of the total paying member^ 
ship of the Union as ascertained by the office of the A. I. C. C.

D. C. C- Executive-

S. Workers’ representation on the District Congress Committee 
Executive to bear a fourth of the ratio to the representatives from the 
talukas or tahsils that the number of trade union members for whomi, 
the quota is paid bears to the number of members individually enrolled, 
by the D. 0. C. ' ■

p. C- C- and Annual Session- .

4. Workers’ representation on the Provincial Congress Committee- 
and in the Opeh Session of the Congress to be on the basis of one 
delegate for every 1000 members for whom the quota has been paid to ,, 
the District Committee.

A- I- C- C.

5. Where there are more than 8000 primary members in the T. U.’’* 
Constituencies in any province the delegates elected by those copsti^-’ *'

. Zu*#;
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encies shall elect to the X. I. C. 0. one representative for every 8000 

members.

T- U. Constituencies-

6. Election of the representatives to the D. C. C. 

Executives and P. C. Cs. and of delegates to the Congress 
^Session to be by District T. U. Constituencies composed of all the 

members of all the unions joining the scheme of representation. Where 

there are less than 1000 members in the T. U. Constituency in a 

District, but more than 250, the Constituency will be still entitled 

to one delegate and one representative on the P. C. C.

Method of Election-

Si. 1, The election of all representatives shall be directly by the 

members of the T. U. Constituency by the method of the cumulative 

vote and by secret ballot.

8. Only members or honorary members of Trade Unions joining 
the Scheme to be eligible for election as representatives.

DEVELOPMENT OP POLITICAL CONSCIOUSNESS

J The Trade Union Congress resolves that the development of the 

Political consciousness of the workers and their active participa

tion in the political struggles is an integral part of the Trade Union 

Movement and calls upon all Trade __Union workers to utilise all 

»opportunities to this end.

cularly stresses the value

political issues.

w
9

In this connection the T. U. C. parti- 

of mass protest-strikes of workers on

LABOU! CONSTITUENCIES.

This session of thel 

of absolute power in-the^

, .'or withhold certificate!

^purpose of Labour “■ Oonj

w personal discretion. -It all 
'Franchise Committee to gi

the N. T. U. F. to the exclusion of the A. I. T. U, 0,

! I. T. U. 0. condemns the vesting 

^ds of the Provincial Governors to grant 

I rehognition to labour unions for the 

Suencies under new reforms at their

i protests against, the proposal of t^ 

it one seat in the Federal Assembly to
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PAYMENT OF WAGES BILL- „

This Congress condemns the Government for .penalising 
lightning strikes as suggested in the Payment of Wages Bill in 
much as this proviso is against the fundamental idea underlying this'' 
legislation and urges upon the Indian workers to carry on intensive" 
propaganda against the proviso and compel the Government to* 

annul the same. ■ •

FACTORIES’ ACT, <

This Congress urges upon the Government to so amend the^! 
Indian Factories’ Act as to provide imprisonment besides imposition 
of fines for breach of the Act. It draws the attention of the Govern

ment to the undue delay made in the disposal of Workmen’s Com
pensation cases and recommends that suitable arrangements be 
made to expedite such cases so as to finish them within few months.. 
after the applications are made. ' ;

PRESS WORKERS.

This Congress calls upon for the P, T. U. Congress Committees 
to take up the work of agitation so as to compel the Govt, to provide 
for the timely payment of wages, regulation of working hours and 
the provision for holidays for all the Presses, including those which 
do not come under the present Factory Act. It is further of opinion 
that the Govt, should provide for the compulsory recognition ' . 
of the Unions by the owners. ' .

JAMSHEDPUR METAL WORKERS’ UNION. ’ 7

This Session of the A, I, T. U. 0. strongly condemns the loyalist- ■ 
pro-capitalist and anti-united front activities of the Jamshedpur 
Metal Workers’ Union, a rival body of the Jamshedpur Labour 
Association, and urges upon the Jamshedpur workers to close up * 

their ranks and to build up a united working class organisation of 

Jamshedpur iron and steel workers on accepted principles of militant , ' 
Trade Unionism in order to carry forward their struggle against the* 
Capitalist offensive.

This Congress appoints the following 

powers to coopt in order to give effeef 
building up a united organisation of J. *.

■■
Sub-Committee with, 

ibove resolution of *• 
ir Steel Workers. '* ,
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1

B, P. Singh. (2) M. Abdul Bari. (3) J. N. Mitra.
(4) S. K. Pramanik. (5) Hari Hamath Shastri, (6) Manibcn Kara.

(1)

PEASANTRY.

. This Congress greets the exploited peasantry of India who 
despite every handicap of organisation, resources and cultural back
wardness 'and in spite of every measure of repression and terrorism 
‘practised by the Government and landlords have been carrying on 
heroic struggles against the Government, the landlordsand the 
Princes. Hopelessly sunk in debt, their lands grabbed by their creditors, 
crushed under an intolerable burden of taxes, cesses, rents, interest 
charges etc. made still heavier by the catastrophic fall in prices, 
reduced to serfdom, with utter starvation facing them, their wives and 

. children, tied down to most priiBitive and unremunerative modes 

of production, with all avenues of progress and prosperity closed to 
them by the impossibility of industrialisation taking place within 
the framewdrk of imperialism, the Indian peasants constitute the 

biggest -contingent in the army of national independence, and 
of all the elements- participating in that struggle have made the 
largest sacrifices and suffered the greatest hardships,

This Congress offers them, full comradely support in their 
struggles for land and bread against the the landlords, the native 
princess and the Government and welcomes the establishment of 
Kisan organisations. It invites them to join the common fight of 
workers and other oppressed elements for the overthrow of foreign" 

domination and for the emancipation of all oppressed masses from 
every form of social bondage.,

1
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AJAN: AHMEDABAD.

he leaders of the Majoor Mahajan of 
^ahajans elsewhere to give up their 

ted from the struggle and organisa- 

working class by working in alliance 

them to join the A, I. T. U. 0. '**'

recognises the Mill Kamdar Union and
f

MAJOOR

The T. U. C. urges u
Ahmedabad and its affilia

policy of keeping workers

tional solidarity of the Indi

’ .with the employers and'inv

^^(Meanwhile, the T. U. 1
congratulates the Ahmedabad'Textile Workers for having set up the

A

k

4
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Mill Karadar Union which must act as a lever to bring about • Urii 

of the Ahmedabad workers with the Indian working class. * '

RAILWAY RETRENCHMENT.
■

In view of the recent.threat of another block retrenchment"? 
Indian Kailways which is likely to throw thousands of Eailway workei 
out of employment and simultaneous reduction of wages and.c 
privileges of workers in employment, lowering their standard of lift 
this Congress endorses the formation of the Railway Retrenchmen 
Resistance Committee and calls upon all Railway Unions not represenl 
ed there to send their representatives and help it in carrying out it 

programme of action, including vigorous country-wide, agitatjon 
observance of an all India anti-retrenchment day and preparation, for 
All India Railwaymen’s Conference. <

This Congress further requests the Indian National Congress, the 

Alt India Congress Socialist Party and the Kisan Sanghs to cooperate 

with this committee in its work.

Whereas, since 1931, the Indian Railway Workers have been 
subjected to a most brutal offensive by the Railway administration 
such as retrenchment, demotions, wage reductions, compulsory* 

leave, short time, restrictions on facilities regarding passes, blocking 
of promotions, contract system, job analysis as an instrument for 

intensifying work, new leave rules, new scales of wages '^tc. and 
whereas the latest announcement made by the Railway Boar^ 
proposes to axe many more thousand workers in addition to 2 ,lac8- 
already retrenched and whereas the Niemeyer Report increases the ' 
burden on the Railways and therefore on the workers by proposing to 
make them pay for the additional burden of the new Constitution,

And whereas it has long since become too clear to Railway *** 

workers that the only effective weapon in their hands to beat off ” 

this monstrous offensive is an All India Railway Strike,

This Session, therefore, declares that the most pressing need *of 

the moment is to carry on vigorous and counfcry-wide agitation fco „
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f fight the offensive with direct action as the only alternative left open 

before the workers,
, *

This Session further endorses the formation of the Railway

j Retrenchment *Re&istance Committee.

/

*^'' «This Session further emphasises the need for an All India 
Railway Workers**Conference to prepare the workers to beat off ‘ the 

offensive of the Railway Board, and calls upon the Railway ' Unions 
to bring pxessure to b^ar upon the A. I. R. Federation to hold such 

a Conference at an early date.

<

IIH
It*

UNEMPLOYMENT-

This Congregs views with great alarm the increasing unemploy- 

' ment among the working masses brought about by the sharpening of 

world economic crisis and the fall, of agricultural prices and thus 
accentuating the political crises in the country. This Congress, there

fore, realises the necessity for alleviating the sufferings of the unem

ployed and proposes the following immediate line of action for con

ducting their struggle on the basis of their demands.
w

(a) The setting up of Unemployed Workers’ Councils in the 

Working Class area under the centralised leadership of the A. I. T. 

U. C. composed of delegates elected by the District or Provincial 

Unemployed Workers’ Councils.

(i) This council to draw up the demands and link them up with 

, the demands of the employed workers. *'

Further, this Congress draws the attention of the constituent 
elements of the Trade Union Congress to the dire necessity of propa

gating amongst the unemployed masses the reasons of thia unemploy

ment and that the entirCWiping out of unemployment will not take 

place so long as there lay radical reconstruction of the Indian Social 

Structure. ,
* V ’ Ml
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iMMMEDIATE TASKS-
ft.!*’' ***

- s. The T. U. C. holWhat considering the magnitude of the offen

sive launched against^e workers by capitalists and the imperialist 

’Govt.,since the biginning of the world economic crisis and parti

cularly during the last few years, Indian working class has not been

I 
!



able to organise sufBcientJy powerful, much less an effective resist-' ' 
ance to this joint onslaught. The terroristic policy of 'the Govt?' 

directed towards suppressing every form of militant working class 
activity has greatly hampered the resort to direct action by the* 
workers. At the same time, however, the T. G. 0. recognises that'*^ 
certain organisational mistakes of policy have also been responsible 
lor this failure. In particular the T. LI. 0. notes that:—

1. The acute divisions in the T. U. Movement and the 
consequent lack of coordination between its various sections,

2. The extremely defeatist and submissive attitude taken by 
the right wing leaders of the Trade Union movement towards the 
capitalistic attacks on the workers,

1

I

i 
t

3. Certain sectarian deviations on the part of the left wing’
leadership, ’<

4. Lack of extensive mass membership characteristic of the ‘ 
T. U, movement as a whole and consequent absence of vital and 

effective contact between thg trade unions and fclieir executives on the 
one hand and the workers represented by them on the other,

5. The neglect by the Trade Unions of their duty to draw
the working class in practical political activity and '

G. Failure of the T. U. Leadership to devise ways and means , 
(or carrying on work under conditions of severe repression, mainly , 

explain the present plight of the Indian working class.
I

The task of mobilising the workers for direct strugglq should,fin 

ihe immediate future, mainly be given the following concrete shape.

Popularising the general demands already accepted by the 
T. U. G.

Preparations for convening conferences of workers of each 
industry and particularly the textile, railway, shipping, dock, ‘ 

mining and metal groups for formulating their immediate 

technical demands and preparing for direct action.

.'.4!

(a)

(6)

CO A most vigorous drive for enrolling new members. If the 
existing Trade unions are to be vitilised, to become fully «

fi9.
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Vesponsiblo to the needs, temper and aspirations of the wof- 
kers, to become powerful enough in their turnip shape and 

guide working class opinion and action, and to be demo
cratised, it is indispensable*that’a far larger section of the 
workers be drawn inside the trade union organisations and 
made to. participate actively in their normal work.

A far greater emphasis than in the past to be laid on 
political propaganda and action. Every opportunity must 
be utilised for carrying on political agitation among the wor
kers UBth on immediate and wider political issues These 
issues, moreover, must relate to every section of population, 
and not merely to the exclusive class demands of the prole- 
lariat. In particular the working class must become 
thoroughly familiarised with the political strike and 
learn the tremendous power and importance of the strike as»«» 

a vital part of the general anti-imperialist struggle.

theoretical and practical training of reliable and capable 
■ cadres for conducting the trade union struggles even under 
most severe conditions of victimisation and repression.

thmfore decides that the immediate programme 
action to be chalked out must suggest means for:— 

Bringing aboi^._structural unity in the T. U. movement.

Mobilising and preparing the workers for direct struggle 
the basis of their vital political and economic demands.

Giving Trade Unio^ 

Training organisers 
union activities eve

NeW^OF
-. This OongresB Qlecfcs thi

next year.

* Resident:—Oom. Shibifl

of

1.
-x

on2.

live mass basis.' 8.

I‘ ensuring the continuance of the trade 

nder conditions of ruthless suppression.

EE-BEARERS.
^Ilowing as its office-bearers

4.

for the n

Bannerjee.

Vige-Presidents:—1. C^m. R'. A. Khedgikar.

2. Com. Sudhin Pramanik.
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1

Com. R. S. Ruikar.

Com. Narayandas Bechar. .

5. Oom. Rajaram Shastri. •

Com. R. A. Khedgikar to act as president in case Oom. Shibn 

Bannerji is imprisoned. •. *

General Secretary;—Oom. Maniben Kara.

Treasurer:—Oom. V. B. Karnik.

It is resolved that the elections of the Provincial and Organis 

Secretaries be made by the respective Provincial Trade Un 

Congress Committees.

3.
4.

In the thirteen other resolutions that were passed, the T. U.

welcomed the growth of the socialist and anti-iraperiali 

forces within the Indian National Congress and appreciaw 

the services of Pt. J. Nehru and C. S. P. towards develo; 

ing the anti-imperialist forces and the opposition to tl 

right wing,

congratulated the steamer workers of Calcutta, DighagSent 
chara and Barisal, the Broach sweepers, the Bengal Jul 

workers and the Banglore tobacco strikers for their bra^ 

struggles against the capitalist offensive, and also the Ah,me 

dabad textile workers for the successful conference they held 

voiced the specific demands of the workers in various indus

tries viz. Docks, Hawkers, Municipalities, textile mills, 

and trasport,

supported the struggle of tbe untouchables for social, econo

mic and political emancipation,

warned the workers against the communal propaganda carried* 

on by interested parties,

emphasised the need of training cadres for trade union activities, 

mourned theldeaths of Com. Saklatwalla and Dr Ansari, and - 

sent greetings to the toilers of the wbrld.

---------- :o:«——

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(C)
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J of affiliated Unions^ for .the

No.

1.

(■

«•

/

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
f

1.

B.

of Unloll. •

Employees’ 

Staff Quaters, 

Reach Calcutta 

W orkers’

Membersbiv.
* *

Union,

B. N.

Union,

Workers’ Union,

Halder Street, Kalighat,

• • t ••• •••
Petrol Workers’ Union,

_Name

N. Railway 

41/2-6. Indian 

Railway, Garden

Budge Budge Jute

Amrutlal Daw Road Crossing, Budge 

Budge

Bengal Motor

32/1, Mahim 

Calcutta*.',

Bengal Oil and

Main Road, Budge Budge

A. B. Railway Indian Employees’ 

Association, Jute Merchants’ • Block, 
Mj'mensingh

Jamshedpur Labour Association, 17 K. 

Road, Jamshedpur, B. N. Rly.

Tata Collieries . Labour Association, 

Jamadoba Oooliery, Jealgora, P. 0. 

Manbhum

Bogura District Labour Federation, 

Bogura, Bengal

942

500

600 ,,

1,195

250

1,000

975

1

■

-4

8

9.

10.

Bowali Sramik Krishak Samati, Bowali, 
P. 0. 34 Pranas

Bengal Steel SK Iron Workers’ Union, 

31 Middle Entally, Calcutta 300

11 Bombay Girnffl|Kamar Union, Indira

Building, P^K Bombay ... 5,500

12. Bombay TramBy Men’s Union, Indira

* Building, Paj^, Bombay ... 164
* Bombay Dock ffiirkers’ Union, Phirozshah

Building, TWna Street, Opp. Princess

680• » »Dock, Bombay

I

I

..6.5
t

I

i

i

4
n
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14. Bombay Tailors’ Union 800

15. Bombay Embroidery Workers’ Union ...

16. Municipal Workers’ Union, Bombay Im

provement Trust Cbawl, Block No. 8, 

Boom No, 20, Bombay 8.

•*

328

17.

18.

19.

20.

Bombay Ilawkers’ Union, Improvement 

Trust Ohawl, Block 8, Room No. 20, 

Bombay 8.
Bombay Lorry Transport v orkers Union, 

Cotton Depot, Shivari ... ................

G. I. P Railway Workers’ Union, 

Shetye Building, Parel, Bombay 12. ...

Ijalbavta Press Kamgar Union, Contractor 

Building, Girgaon, Bombay

500

110

10,000

570

21.

22.

Kajn Kamgar Union, Batabawala Mansion,

Lalbaug, Parel, Bombay

Dhulia Girni Kamgar Union, Dhnlia 

(Khandesh) ...........................................

1,200

200

23. Nagpur Textile Union, New Shukrawari, 

Nagpur City 2,000 *

24. Nagpur Scavengers’ Union, Nagpur 50&«

25. 0. P. & Berar Textile Labour Union, 

Nagpur 1,000

26. Cawnpore Mazdoor Sabha, Gwaltoli,

Cawnpore ... ... 3,000
27. E. I. Railwaymen’s Union, Charbaug, 

Lucknow 2,000

28. B. N. W. Railwaymen’ Association, 

Gorakhpur U. P. 1,000
29. Press ’Workers’ Union, Cawnpore 800

30. Kisan Mazdoor Sabha, Meerut 200

31. Lucknow Labour Union, Lucknow 500

32, Kapda Karmachari Samiti, Cawnpore 900*

83. Municipal Educational Employees’ Associa

tion, Cawnpore 500

34. Madras Transport Workers’ Union, 297, 

Mint Street, Madras



36.

/
/ 37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

Madras'Kerosene Oil Workers’ Union, 297,

Mint Street, Madras- ■
'Madras Aluminjjim.Factory Labour Union

No. 3 Ohinnathambu Pudali Street,

Triplicane P. 0. Madras............................
Massey & Co. Labour Union, 1/59, Swami

Naickan Street, Chintadri Pet, Madras...
Jute Workers’ Union, 1/59, Swami Nickan

Street, Obintadri Pet, Madras ...............
Madras Printers’ Union, O/o. People’s

Printing Works, Big Sreet, Triplicane, 

Madras ... ................
Madras City Scavengers’ Union, Madras ... 

All Bengal Press Workers’ Union, 6/2,
Ramnath Mnzumdar Street, Calcutta ... 

Industrial Workers’ Union, Bhatapara,

24 Purganas
E. B, Railway Workers’ Union, Garden 

•Reach ...
Calcutta Khansama Union, 209, Cornvalis

Street, Calcutta
Howrah Scavengers Union ...
Chandranager Mazdoor Sabha, Chandra- 

nager
Marine and Engineers’ Union, Eajabagan,

24 Purganas

-

500

■t50

500

410
200

1048

48.

49,

50.

51.

52.

53.

1 rf

G

♦ 1

376
Paintin^Kamgar Union, Contractor Build-

ing, (^waon, Bombay 127
Electric^Workers’ Union, Contractor Build 4 4

ing, (^Kaon, Bombay ■ 12?
1 t

®ai^'vay Employees’ Union,
Amb^K Tilak Bridge, Bombay... 610

t

LalbawM Girni Kamgar Union, Bidiwala
J

ChawfflKurla 225
Lalbawto'Girni Kamgar Union, Sholapur... too

'Girni Kamgar Union, Poona, 890 Sadashiv

-► Peth, Poona
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Hotel Workers’ Union, 683 Bndhawar
Peth, Poona 

Press Workers’ Union, Opp.
Poona

Karachi Municipal Workers’
Khalidina Hall, Karachi

Karachi Factory Workers’

54.

139
55, Huzur Paga,

128
56. Union, Opp,

a’*

Union, Opp,57.
851

Khalidina Hall, Karachi ... , 250
58. Karachi Port Trust Labour Union, •

Kiamari, Karachi 985

69. Karachi Municipal Sweepers’ Union,

Narayanpur, Sweepers’ Quarters, Nabibux
Road, Karachi 785

GO. Karachi Dock Workers’ Union, Kiamari,
Karachi 250

Cl. Cotton Mill Workers’ Union, Thiruvanpoor

Calicut 300

62. Madras Press Workers’ Union, 50 Tata ■■
Muthiappan Street, 0. T., Madras 136 ■ ■

63. Howrah Srainik Mandal J
64. Water and Transport Workers’ Union,

HP, Watgunge Street, Kidderpore 750

65, Corporation Workers’ Union, 209 Oorn- > **
valis Street, Calcutta ... '... 75Q * -

66. Shamnagar 'fextile Workers’ Union,
P. 0. Garulia Bazar, 24 Purganas

C7. Shrirampnr Textile Workers’ Union,
P. 0. Mahesh, Hoogli 265

G8. Shrirampnr Jute Workers’ Union,
P. 0. Mahesh, Hoogli 407

09. Inland .Steam Navigation Workers’ Union, •

209 Cornvalis Street, Calcutta 1,250

70. Delhi Press Workers’ Union, Baratuti J
Sadar Delhi 300

71. Tramwaymen’s and Electric Supply
Association, 73-74. Arunachal Naikan - ■ r

Street, Ohintadri Peth, Madras • ••
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All-India Trade Union Congress

CONSTITUTION.
The following is the full text of the constitution of the All 

India Trade Union Congress as amended up to date.

1. Name—The name of the organisation shall be the All India 

Trade Union Congress. *

—(A) The object of the Congress shall be to co-ordi

nate the activities of all the labour organisations in all the, provinces 

in India, and generally to further the interests of Indian labour in 
matters economic, social and political. It may also co-operate and 

federate with organisations of labour having similar objects in any part 

of the world. -

(B) The T, U. C. stands for the abolition of Capitalism and the 

establishment ^of Socialism and for the attainment of .-.National 
Independence as a condition precedent for'the same.

S. Constituents-—The All India Trade Union Congress shall 
consist of the delegates of the affiliated labour unions in India, the 
President, one or more Vice-Presidents, the General Secretary, one or 
more Secretaries, one or more Assistant Secretaries, the Treasurer, 
the members of the J
Trade

..time.
‘»U*

4. iliatio

Union, Co

name it may be k 
India Trade Union 
ing conditions:'-;'

, (a) That'the
Tfade Union, Cong

. - • '■ ‘VOffltP j
5/- below 10,00 an 
thereof.

• • WRfc

'M

ecutive Council and such other officers as the 

s thinks it necessary to appoint from time to

Every organisation of labour, under whatever 

n, shall be entitled to be affiliated to the All- 
gress by the Executive Council on the foliow-

ion seeking affiliation shall pay to the All-India 

s an annual contribution on the basis of Rs.
Ba.’ 10/- for every 1,000 members or part



(b) That the Onion seeking affiliation shall pay to the All

India Trade Union Congress the amount of a special levy or a contribu
tion approved of by a majority of two-thirds of the members of t^e 

Executive Council in the same proportion as (a). • .

(c) That the Union seeking affiliation shall agree not to act in’
any manner prejudicial to the collective interests of the All-India 
Trade Union Congress. ,

(d) That the application for affiliation shall be forwarded 
through the Provincial Committee to the General Secretary, with 

the decision arrived at by it; that no application for affiliation shall 
be withheld by the Provincial Committee.

I

(e) That no Union shall be affiliated which has not been in ex
istence at least for one year and has not had its accounts and state--’ 
ment ol paying members audited by a qualified auditor or an autho-' 
rised representative of the All-India Trade Union Congress.

^''^planatlon:—A Trade Union is an organ of class struggle 

whose basic task is the organisation of workers in a particular trade or' 
industry for defending and advancing their interests, which precludes 

any attempt at reconciliation of the interests of Capital and Labour*' 
or the foostering of friendly relations between the employers and the 
employees. -

5. A Union which doos not pay its annual affiliation fees* 

to the T. U. C. and P. T. U. C. before the end of April each year, shall^ 
not be entitled to vote either at the meeting of the £>16001170 Council 

or at the Sessions of the A. I. T. U, Congress or at any of its 
Committee till the fees are paid.

6. Responsibility for Administration: —The affairs of the’*

All-India Trade Union Oongros-i, when not in session, shall bo regu-. 
lated and administered by the Esecutive Council which shall not act 

m any manner inconsistent with the resolution of the All-India. .
Trade Union Congress.

7- Annual Session:—The All-India Trade Union Congress 
shall meet once every year at such place and time as may be fixed at the-



at a^ "placd ffifed by l|ie 
tiyo^oancil and at such^time as may be fiifed b/the* Reception

■' ’'S8toIon<^*Ph6 ' Exechtive ' Oounctf shallhave
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I

power.tofoall a special' SiSsionof the Congress'besld^k’ the ordinary 
.aB^T^l'BBSston'iWhdieveniV deeta3"neceesary''*5tf its own initiative 
or on a requisi^^'-by’lrd’of'the Unions’hffilftted to the A.I,Tl.C0.

?b^g^s:^^^blr-afflliated -Union 8hatl’h%*'*repitesented 
Un., aVany BBSsion’wthe'Oon^es'ba the'basis of Vdelegatef'for every 260 " 

w^^^emberBW»WteO ' .^'4,.
i '< A 4 J **'
H , ’ (^bl ,,No liipionjWhicE ha^ a membership qf less i^haij 100 shall he
j " entitled'io repfesenfetion ^^t any session^of the QongresB. For, unions
I , -(• hiving*' menftewhlp- betw^een 100 and 200, they shall have on? re- 

*" prfes^'ntativfe’_

(c), ,For t^e pur se of (a} and (b) of this rule, the average Diem
in

tion according' to the audited statement of accounts • of each union, - 
^WtejM»^^;bich<8haU>bMnhfflitte!H(rthe General Secretary at iehst^fifti^h days 

■■'before. thoMnual'flessiO^fitheiOoDgreriA ' '' ' .*
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^Ja^^etinedting&j^.tbe nExooativB Conhcai or at the Bessiona'of-the

............'~ .......... ~ 3 ,x-A. ' ' ' 

i^nion^hall send the names addresses 

e Secretary of the' Reception Committee at least

, of the meeting of the Qopgpessc * '

' ..tfie " Annual S^lon':—Jhe annual 
ill, on the tecotntnfehdationofthe Executive 

il'&tid lhe Vice-Chairman or‘^c&'Ohairmen 
J^hkX^re&Snrer, *thd General Secretaty " the 

es^^he^^Bsistant Sdei*^^ry’ '6r ^6retaries, the

Cten^essvl i

Executive
,;^onn6yif}isit^JkiWW«ri^i>«W«^4.»4oR^ tbe/annual report and
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audited statement of ac9,ouQts and maji pass 8UCbM.tresolaticiaa4tSAj^N 

placed on the agenda. ‘ t . i ' i . '

^2. President and ex?-bfficio Delegates:—The Cha^a'^ 

of the Executive Council of the past year shall be the President 

and the Vice-Chairmen shall he the Vwe-Presideijts of ttje. Congress 

The General Secretary, the Secretary or Secretaries, the Assistanl 

Secretary or Secretaries, the Treasurer and all EsrPresidents of th 

Congress shall be ox-offido delegates of the Congress. i

13. Resolutions and Agenda;-^Any ysjjiligfeed' Union
has the right to send to, the > Recaption Committeeitnot mort 

than five resolutions and ^the Reception Committee' lushal 

place these resolutions before the Executive Council which}; maj 
place all or any of such resolutions on the ‘agenda. The Ex^cufivi 
Council may place on the agenda any resolutions not 'sent'* by tin 

unions. The Executive Council shall decide the order in whichjr^ 

solutions shall be placed on the agenda. *,

1 J. I14. Amendments:—Any delegate shall have the right to movi 
an amendment to the resolutions duly moved and seconded,-. /

,, et ’ - - ’ . rj
, 15. A delegate shall be allowed to speak once only .on .any pro 

position except the mover who.jhall have) the rightuof freply^.teFlQ*

1 ?• CIosurei-AShouId the President ofithe Congresse&nsidCT jtha 

there is no pra<5tl9al difference nof opinion i among dhe delegates^ b 

shall have,power to stop further discussion and submitthe ipropoai 

tion to the vote of the Congress. The President shall have • .pow^ 

to accept or refuse a motion for closure if he thinks the matter ha 
not been sufficiently discussed. ‘ ,, ,

17. Voting:—On a motion 'being put to the Congress thj

President shall call for a show of hands in ^vour of,an.^ agaj^st tl^) 
motion and declare the result. Rut if any delegate challenges a ^yi^^o^ 

the voting shall be by Unions, each Union casting as many votes m tl^i 

number of delegates is eptitled t^o send in such manner as to 6e9rire 

proportional representation. . i k’

18. Reception Committee-—(a/ The Provincial Commitee foi 

the Province^ in which the Congress is to bo held shall take steps tc

'72 ' L.
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ittee dli'£ffl<p%e0.j

'S0WS®h,- ■, - =. 
3^a|i^^i^ti6’B(*Cp&fHittee'^ha.n'Collect,a ' 
^tohewd^reaaiied ^foF-'it8’fr(»k. ;.i<<i^'

‘ i jfb) / Out of; the -suroa money-in the hands of the^'Keception 

fOommitJ»8^.;j^.,percent ?Bhalli‘;De -.iiandBa»(joyer.'tn the' 
^,. E:mwtiyieip^»Bij\f«>r‘the-Gfen9ral‘^ pen-

. ^eiiSte’Mh/I'i&iiiicial ;tab6u/ brgftBiBation.', ' >■
-'-r- .^^; -

j^^j^(ij^e:^ji|^|^Mtm^nZthe .y'iGR.flhftiFmaa-.:flr. Vioft-A"~ 
TreMof^jl^-'^meral ■ ■'BeerAary.'. the^ SWret afywor 

_^Sj|t^^e'i:retatj-" -ot ^fsisfaht'^S'eS^aries as 

tep ad^^ibnhf m’embMt^eie^e?f*at the *’ 
^Bo^^^We\bphgre|^iia tke/repte'seatatiyes - e^t^' by the,.

^^epreeentative for Unions with , a meilibersaip up tp 1,QO&, 
t'^.\'*Beprg8entative8 ,for IJ;giqnB with membership between' ^l,000

-‘‘81*’ Sept^iitishyehi'rfQiH'iUjim toefibership- between'*'

'(< "irtisiBepfwiiWtivefffor WioWvWtE’a 'ifieniberehip 'abbye 5,000-.' 
•<' , 'a-. -■ ■', '-Ki;,-,;;-; :.>■■?■ r ■■ - -

20. The ExeptitiyevGouncil shall'have the power tp^pct'On behalf , 
^‘-of the'Congress,in.so farfc;fl8i it8,=actaii are not iacoasiaienf with the

21. The'EJxeqfitive Council shall meet ordinarily-jiitMeast'brice in 

such" place and tiffl.ft i-P8 :the , Chairman in
Ke Qm^^^Secr^ary m^.., decide. ..- 

fci<|StJn^pf Bsecutiye .^Oquhci-l, canm^'be , 
KqcretetJ^lt^ .'the' per^^^ of \ the Chairman,..... 

K' membera^f the'Esecutive' Council-for, opinion 
Rquiredmihediafe teion 'and*the ‘ opinion of the 

Bem^ert''shall >■ have 1 the i sama -" force. as' "if they 
|■me£itih^l^«f■';th|<Gx^mltive*CoupdL^ ■ 

BoifthighVs notice i8*^dqets,s'ary for''Meetings of the 
El'iq-! Aijs:',' .ifro'-nh-M ytOioirtb-r?! <•• -'r. ■' ■ '■., i-. '-
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Gouncil sh^il. ip^,^!)£j6Ui.]Tj;ifct?^^eqj|i^i
tea-meml^eja ,st|5ting.^^Ue;bQ^pesa-,.f^;^^ 

or by the ,Cl:^irmaQbi^.ctfUuIt^ioa:,,yitU.;^9Aj9«w 

for aivy urgent businesss, ’ , .’’ ' ', , ,
' r. !■■' '-! iT,.;’*'i“f!'-: t;-;’- '.ii* 1,)^ -<<1'!■:

' 2^5.- Qubrumi'i-Th«i'qtroruta«/ofdinjtfyifimwtings^  bf' 
Execntive.Gocnejl ahaU be H.''and ,ab; apeeiaLtiieefeing8<'2i\. . • •'• ‘

25^ (a)-. m^eting^bf the Executive Obuncu'adjourned for 
■ Tvant of a qubruin;‘ihay be'-heldi 'aftea'L'a'-^fortiii^Bt’SJ^tic^P, It* 
decisions shalL be valid-feveu/though there be nb c(itf(?0^U''^‘! is8»iiHnwC< ;

v' - - -.to"' ’•*■' 'r k
- ;...... ■'? .....i?;,, • ;'. 1 "'W ^,!)?fin!^!!j;)?K

26. ya«|.n,ciesr-T^hould t^e Chairman^,^i^hejyice-C^rfa,^^^ v 
or Vice-Cliairnieny the; Tr^surer,. the feneral &cpe^ry, t^e
or Secretaries, the Assistant , ^cretar^ or^c^toies- res^n oj 
a vacancy occur otherwise before the^n^. b^-1^ jj^riock,tl|e;,;j^ecju-'...'-:. 

tive CouDcii shall fill the vacancies till the- next meeting, ef thb; ''* 

Congress. " '" ' '' • ' ■ - '■■■• 4-=...

27. Provincial Cbnmiitfee.— (A) lu every,.'province therb’^'<

shall be a -Pro-yineal CqmB9i^,ee of tne All .India Siftd^^llnion G.opgresa,*,' 
consisting of the representstives of affihated., pui9ji»Hhifty,ing Iheiry^^ 
quarters in the proyinqe.ele^tj oft-.flift .aajiiiei,bsi^i%a^|lj^,y6p?§senta'^ 
tives on the Executive Gbuncih , ,. . ' „ .««**'*>

• .^(b) .Every ' affiliated^ Union: - must 3ffihabe-:-it3Glfyt<>'' tho,^ 
Provincial Committee, if any, and pay the‘"qae&ffixedwby'tlle’''i 

Provincial;Committee,,- ... ,,; “HT ■ «

28. ' Every-'Provincial Uommitteie MI frame'‘Ss’owif 'ftiles,

but they must -be approved by the Executive* OoUnCil.' ;

.29', The provincial Committees shall' tahe alf'neoessary 'stei^'l 
;v.' I'i 'p h ’‘i.r .71-;:■ 5 .Ui-!7.f."d7.fltij ,h

to further the cause of labour jn their, respective provinces nnder^ 
' /■ hk ' V-''■'■■'t*' SiM 0; A.h;l((?.010,veur-.”

the guidance of the Executive Council. •

i,:i , 80-,:. Autoaomx fWi UflioHss-7tTTteAU,;iIndU ^rad^h^nj^n*^ 
Congress recoghi?e5 thq; jightaof qgch _8^ja(i^,flnio«!! t4e^agqs 

aistenfc with the resolutions and conBtitqtioh' of
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